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ham Thaw had put up $300 000 to pay /
for the sacrifice the girl had made
by going on the stand and telling the
whole story of her fife.
The story was that this $3oo,ocio
was put op by Mrs. Thaw soon after
the shooting of White to keep Evelyn
from carrying out tier announced in-
tention of leaving the country.
One trouble with this story is that
it is contradicted by all the early
facts of the Thaw case. Young Mrs.
lhaw since the day of the shooting,
and tint* heir mother-an-hew came
home from abroad, was practically in
IECOVES ACCUSIN8 NEMESIS 
charge of the case and was conferring
daily with Thaw's lawyers.
There has never been a moment
since the shooting when Mrs. Thaw
tint not appear to be absolutely de-
oted to her husband
REPORT GIVES MRS. THAW
S3ou,000 FOR HER SAC-
RIFICE.
Number of Chicago Citizen's D
e-
nounce New York's District
Attorney In Letter.
New 'York, aa —Mane Follette. the
rmer chum of Florence Evelyn
Neabit Thaw in the chorus, is the
power behind the throne in the dis-
trict attorney's office and has fur-
Jercune with much tif the iii'
firmation used in the eross-exaniina-
1 on of her old friend on the w
itioas
•tassit.
"Prnhalslyi the most damaging
thing," says Jerome. "that Evelyn
Subic luau did as-a witness, so far
as she ). personally comerned, was
ion, attack on this former friend.'
'Wher• Mr, Thaw recited the hap-
•ning at the midnight suppers in
lie of White's studios, she told of
woman, who, she said, took rather
noseently part in thdee affairs.
Sirs. Thaw whispered the name of
ilia woman to the district attorney
• :old the court records show it to 
be
\twine Fullet t e.
When the latter saw the record
nd award what had transpired in
Hirt from Assistant District Attor-
i ey Garrets, Ole promptly imparted
eiesemation ou anal matters sit tlia
-use slit had hitheeto withheld.
Attended Many of White's $IPPors.
Hanle Follette. as artist's model
actress, wa., a loyal friend of
....tantonl -White. and it is said was
-Adam absent from entertainments
giants by the architect and his friend,
ie. the studio or elsewhere.
It is believed she knots 4 much
more about Stanford White and the
miser aecrets of Evelyn Thaw than
any bring person, anti being thor-
oughly rainiest by tae incident in
vairt, told an accusing story today;
to the district attorney regarding the
amino wife who itas revealed su
many of her fearful cepraiencaa on
the witness stand.
It is now a figfo to blot out the
elect of Evelyn Thaw's direct testi-
mealy,' with ?static Follette in the
background furnishing the burning
*hafts talc* District Attorney Je-
rome is to hurl at the helpless wit-
tics': when she is recalled.
jersisw Worse Than Whitt.
ht 4:bcago. Feb. aa —District Attor-
'ley Jerome of blew York was de-
• neunced last night at an indignation
meeting Of citizens at soft Schiller
Rending. It was said that he was
catering to the depraved in his ef-.
fert.. %%taloa train the frail little
woman on the sta'nd in the Thaw case
• admission that were abeolutely un-
necessary to FCCUIC justice. A com-
mittee appointed to draw up a letter
fri Mr. Jerome prepared the follow-
-.ng, which was mailed to the district
attorney.
The information made public
oi ehe life of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
has been more than sufficient to sat-
isfy the public appetite. And it ia
chefficult ljar,. us to understand the
purpose of a•our malicious pereecie
Lion of a defenseleas and ill advised
'angle of Monty K. Thaw's life It
an Serve but one purpose--namely.
to prove to the public that you,
'learned district attorney,' are more
h:f a brute than the nameless monster




• "JOHN F. SIIElaPARD.
• "Committee."
For Nor Sacrifice.
. New -York. Feb. oe—Ilhe future of
hire. Thaw is n great paoblern To-
day there was a report that she would
aepeeateel from Thaw inimediately
-After Ptlt heituittaa. ehatild he be :1C-
r4titted.
It was said that she would les
abroad to lire, and that 9he would
too miff, r for noniroa. aa Mre.
'
Belief in Thaw's Insanity is Gtwinng.
Ncw York, Feb. 13.—As the ini-
;ores of Mr,. Florence Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw's tenable testimony and the
still more terrible cross-examinatient
onk deeper into the mind die belief'
is growing anionic those wbo have
followed the trial of Harry Kendall
TilaW that the young wife might
as well base been spared the ordeal
of the past few days under District
Atterney ler/nue', 'Tweak's ques-
tioning: that the hitter cup could
;tato been put fritsu her lips wtahout
atiectiog the result so far as the
Course of the, public prosecutor is
concerned.
aor a rnajohity of those who have
li-tened to the evidence front the be-
einnIng believe that within a %seek
Jerenee will tell Justice laitagerald h.
is convinega from the tesomony
the defensellPine that harry Thaw ie
row lanato and ask for the ap-
poissteseni ..f a consaaission in lenato
with a vlew to sending iiie away to
Matte wail.
The prediction most often heard in
the court since lavelan Thaw first
teok the stand is:
Whatever happens. there is not
going to be a conviction. !lung jury
,or an acquittal."
Mr. Jerome mast have heard it. too.
He must know the common public
attitude toward the greatest murder
case he ever prosecuted. Betides,
'order Ina sworn duty he cannot con-
tinue to try to scud Thaw to the
ideath chair one minute after he be-
°comes convinced that Thaw's proper
ratite is the madhouse.
If Jerome, instead of causing his
alltnists to testify to their belief in
Thaw's present sanity, should offer
toper( opinion, to the effect that he
it a paranoiac, nothing Thaw's law-
years -have done or could do would
save him from commitnient to the
asylum for the crinfinal insane the






Property Transferred and Deeds Filed
With the Clerk—Two Wedding
Licenses Issued
The county board of supervisors
did not meet yesterday afternoon, the
members of out in the county taking
an opportunity to go home to return
tomorrow and resume the work. They v
will finish next Thursday hearing tbcii 
Mr chnton Brooks Leigh tas
protesting property owners whose as-
born February 23. 1965. hence if he
had avea until. tomorrow would have
sessments have been raised. After
finishing with the complainants the 
been buy-two years of age. He
board then totals up the bool . and 
was born at Gibson aunty. Ienu..
turns it in to the fiscal court.
CLINTON BR0014 LEIGH
MET DEATH IN WRECK
ONE OF THE FOUNDERS OF T
LIFE CRUSHED FROM HIS
TRAIN ACCOMPANYING U1
TOUR OF INSPECTION TO
LAKE CITY—WAS A LEARN/
PAPER MAN WHOSE CARE
CITIES WHERE THERE WA
OF HIS STRIKING PERSONA
WEST.
Shotkcd barely expresses the
severe blow received yesterday morn-
ing by Paducahans to learn that the
afternoon before a former prominent
and gitatly beloved citizen was sud-
denly 1.44 hided into death near Salt
Lahkkity Utah, the unfortunate gen-
tlemen bring Mr. Clinton Brooks
Leith for years one of Padtteah's
leading men and neuspaper editor-
preterietorte. When this sad news
reached Paducah front all sides yes-
terday could be heard touching com-
+
PAD UCA H REGISTER HAD
y WHILE ABOARD A
IFIATE OFFICIALS UPON A
MINES JUST OUTSIDE SALT
ID AND PROMINENT NEWS-
ER CARRIED HIM INTO MANY
S ALWAYS. LEFT AN IMPRESS
*TY—BODY BURIED OUT
4tandard a morning paper that 
leadit 
im-
ately took rank and evidenced
t the ability of the proprietors
-ass awaited by a large field.
The deceased and his bother, Col-
onel Odawrd 0. Leigh, had edttorial
e and their writings were recog-
ed as some of the finest in the
iii.
e Standard was dispeoed of five
-s later and Mr. Leigh for twelve
mils thereafter 'conducted a week
publication at Pratt, Kan., but
c back to Kentucky and assunitii
orial charge of the OweneJaoro
went*, as his was a personality which eesenger, where 'he- remained unt
il
grooved itself into ,the warm and If. when he came back to P
asha-
& end tad charge of The Paducah
',patch, conducted by the late Col
t! James 1'. ThoopsonoWest Ken-
/oho pronfincut jouenalato during'
e Oa. the Diapateli quitting buei
he again took charge of 'fie
e•-senger editorial rooms at Owens-
ira, art in May, thcia. Paducah
coed too strong a magnet for him.
d drawn back, lie, bie brother, Ed-
aid Le Leigh, and James E. Wol-
in) started The Register. but some
nth, thereafter Mr. 'Wilhelm pur-
rescnted his publication upon thei zscd their interest an
d Mr. Clint
floor of the state legislature of Utah .1-e
agh then took a place with the St.
tine city. The dispatches shim Louis Journal from which 
place h;
that Friday lie and a delegation of wen
t to Louisville eon back to The
state officials left that place for a Covensboro Messenge
r, and finally its
swat; town of Bingham, fifteen miles oho became city editor of 
the Snit
opt from Salt Lake City, for purpose I Ake lelegram. whi
ch saw be was
ot officially inspecting some mind. 
muca a thorough and progressive
To ascend the steep part of thc rail. 
nun he was hmieffstY made managing
road tuning up to the mines in the Itaistor, 
and directe the existence of
matintem above. Mr. Leigh and the that paper ably unfit the first of th
i
others of the delegation boarded a iirt
o when he entered the editorialt
flat car that was pushed upward 14 Clams of 
the Salt Lake He14/.
the engine attached to the rear. It Novetnbei' 
22.ANA tie married
%Liss Chrissie Pointer of Owensboro,
was twilight, and they could not see
eery far ahead, when, without wafts- and 
she wab two sons survive, the
le or indication of approach, 
they ;latter being Peillip Pointer Leisrii,
were crashed into by flying cars artiLdi yeareh, His four brothers are
a and Edward Oliver Leigh,
coming down the steep incline at 
 
lightning-race speed, the cars being 
Mr. Robert Leigh. the type foundry
part of a train that had broken in 
tmhaen 
former




twain above the engine and flat. Be-
they could leap out of harm s
!chant '.shin is now engaged in the
way. Mr. Leigh was caught
eier., banana crate manufacturing businessarea
r;bly crushed. dying instantly. while 
I in Chicago; Colonel Phlward 0.
State Representative Seth 
Taft. of 1.Leigli, private secretary to Governor
1Vayne county. was
 fatally injured_ Beckham at Frankfort. and Mr. Oh-
and Speaker Harry Josepbs. of the 
peer P. Leigh, the Paducah cammlie
lower house. slightly hurt, together 11111P 
dealer. His lone sister Is ell
with several other'. 
:Ora V. Leigh, of the News-Demo-
Cr2t edstorial room', and one Ken-
After the excitement quieted down tacky's Wettest newspaper worn
and a train could be secured, the a trait tharacteaistic of the talertitael
dead and 'injured were carried hoek „
,to Salt Lake City, the trip being glao"Haaat Ctisit Irelgh
taathingly sad one. 
Vs. 'wao fegrleteli
Scme hours after the wreck Mr., 
%rel. ter.% mats 'c'ilotourage and a-envie-
011ie Leigh and hi, sister. Miss Ora ti*P 
wilicit.a.kways evidenced the no-
V./O Leigh of this city, received a tries- 
' bitty of s character and his Jolty .
Inleals. He had seen newspap life
sage conveying the sad news. Lint!
loyal friendship Of everybody. His
earthly career was ended during a
railroad wreck in that western state.
*here it is more than probable the
remains will be temporarily interred
pending arrangements of the family
to return to Kentucky. As to this
the Paducat brother and sister, Mr.-
disc 1'. Leigh and Mies Ora V.
Leigh, have not yet been notified, bot
will be today.
Mr. Leigh was on the editorial staff
Inc the Salt Lake Herald, and rep.
early this morning word had. not • .rcin begl"
conic as to what disposition would be ;kin' and no
Property Transferred.
Property on the West Side of North
Eighth between Boyd and Harris
street has been sold by Jake Bieder-
man to G. W. Grubbs for Et and
other considerations. The deed was
filed for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
Taylor Se Mocquot sold to Arch
Dawson for $250 property on itara-
han boulevard.
W. H. • Elliott bought from J. F.
Holt for $4p0 property on Elmwood
avenue.
For $450 land iii the county was
soh) to Lee Bearden by R. F. Graham
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk Issued marriage licenses
yesterday to the following; Edward
Styers and Bethel Thweatt; J. S.
Freeman and Lizzie Kincannon.
Viheft a man is not doing anything
really worth while, he has to look.
r'&etatt important to evtaica op for it.




made 'of the body, but it is almost $t°!' 
more t ly than he. 111
i ,h . sad_
certalu the corpse will be buried 
writings cre deep, impressive
}karned festive. for eve7 papet for-
there, and then brought hack t,• Ken- enough to have his connection,
tucky this wring, when there will ', tuna"..,,,L
.m 
iancl these columns have teemed with
alac, be brought back his sister-1-
law, formerly Miss Phil Pointer, who I arlicies 
indicative of a
salt:and wise guiding pen. In demeanor
great mind
<Lea several months ago at
Lake 'City. of aonsumptioo. 
. I he. was not of a blustery nature. but
• ?quiet. unassuming and of that force
which, carries itself to the frolo,
without device or pretext. No death
could bring greater sorrow into oPa-
dumb than that of this 'highly es-
has parents bein the late Rev. 
, teemed and loved maim whose walks
g voil
Earn If., and Mrs Mary Bronka 
oil emelt indicated the reward await-
Leigh 
. 
Residing in Humbndt. Tii 
'
itig hint itr nother land, and it is
he. at the age of eleven years m 
. r With deep aadneee that there in placed
in these columns the death mention of
with his parents, to atayneid where
tweiv 
th
months were spent. and'
a one who wrote the first line for The
c
family e came onto- Paducah.
'tht̀ raogister at its birth. II
The deceased attended tlie Padaeah a,
public cshools where he was regardel r
as an unusually studious and apt pu-
pil which close application. epos
tinted with inheritance of his hears iti
parent's ability, fitted him for the,il7
lustrious career that marked his netvs-
paper calling. He loved the profes-
sion to the extent that during his
school vacation -he „devoted b his7: o-i
ments to the calling ot printer', ce
at a very yotirg point in life h? as
regarded as' a thorrugh and *eft
artist in this Vine. In comrian 'with
his brothers,' Messrs. Charles
Edward 0. and Oliver P. Lei t, te,
in 1883, opened the Leigh , hers
printing leotabliehment which lour-
athed t•a the extent that one! year
'hoar tlye firm lotrithed the Papeicah
SETTLE WITH STATE.
I DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie Goes to
IRtankfort to Settle.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie goes to
Franfort tomorrow to settle with the
statesauditor for the zmourrt of taxes
he has collected upon property- owned
in this city and county. Te had
charged up to ifim to collect $63,o0n,
and receipted for nearly all of it, btre
gets credit for those on the delinqu-
tot list,
will return about the middle of
theaheek from the capital.-
It is tunny 'how stsre‘ every woman
is that she has the unto qualities's.,
tit heroines, in her fevorite novel
ha••••..0
Sub-Cot:ultimo Named to Make All
the Arrangements.
Chairman W. A. Berry of the city
democratic committee yesterday se-
lected James P. Sleeth, Gus Rogers,
Al M. Foreman and James M. Lang,
who, together with the chairman, will
comprise the sub-committee of five
that will make all arangemeuts for
the municipal primary to be held May
2. This sub-body meets at aoo
o'clock next Wednesday evening at
the chairman's office to decide on
what date the entries shall close, how
much entrance fee each shall pay to
get in the primary, and outline all
other details.
Mr. Lucien Durrett, who is being so-
licited to run for mayor, stated yes-
terday he was still holding has sup-
porters off and did not yet know
exactly what 'he would do.
Mr. Eli G. Boone has been urged
front all sides to run also, but yes-
terday announced he could not neglect
his big private interests to cuter the
race, therefore had to decline.
REFUSES TO BURY SON
UNTIL WEATHER IS FINE
Father of Dead Soldier Postpones
Funeral Till Summer.
Trenton. N. J., Feb. 23.-1)r. Wil-
liam la Finney, Sr., has decided to
place the body of his soldier son in
a vault until Memorial Day, when
burial will take place with military
honors. He does not consider it ad-
visable to risk the health of his loved
ones in a cemetery at this wintry
season.
This son, William F. Finney, Jr..
of the United States array, died sev-
eral days ago of congestion of the
arain at Jefferson Barracks, Mo. He
was a stenographer and enlisted in
the army at Chicago. Dr. Finite;
says he has seen so many deaths re-
sult from exposure at funerals that 'he
determined not to add to the list by
having the interment of his son whits;
the weather is severe
MISSION SOCIETY
NEW OFFICERS





LONG REVIVAL CLOSED AT
MEMPHIS YESTERDAY BY
REV. GEORGE CATES.
No Worship Today at First Presby-
terian Church on Account of
Dr. Cave's Illness.
The aunual election of officers will
be held wheh'IMPIPSowit's Home
Mission society of the Trimble street
Methodist church meets at aatra
o'clock tomorrow afternoon with
alrh Silas Mitchell of titi Madison






"Chrio Jesus" is the subject for
uorsrip this mording by the Christ
:an Scieutists at soar' o'clock at
27' Broadway.Broadway Sunday 'Khool aV
o'clock and prayer aervice
o'clock next Wednesday even-
ace Episcopal.
Rector Itorld Wright will this
mooting at so I; o'clock preach on
'Jacob At The Ford Jabbok." at
Grace Episcopal church, that being
the topic of the first sermon he ewer
versally condemned, the average
If cigarette settoking was not so uni- delivered in Paducah. Dr. Wrightboy
would soon quit it 
roes to Louisville Tuesday, and on
account of his absence only two Len-
ten services will be held this week.
one at 4:30 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
Mid the ether at 7:3.1 o'clock Fiiitals%
AJght.LOITERING
MUST CEASE
NEGROES REFUSING TO WORK
WILL GET DOSE OF
CHAIN-GANG.
Somebody's Stray Horse Takeo
. At 'semen's Wagon Yard—
Business of the Police.
/OW Class.
The Union Teachers Bible class
meets tomorrow evening at 7:ya
o'clock at the Grace parish house.
Organ RacitaL
From 3:30 to 4:30 o'clock this af-
ternoon an organ recital will be given
at Grace chgreh by jilt. Owen Tully,
the orggikt, and his assistants, it
up being just before the afternoon ser-
amen. The pole:amuse will be:
'Offertory 6,;" Lefe-
bere Wet). .......Mr. Tully
Madcigale—"DP it  A. Eintonetti
Officer ET134142 H111 much 
 Mr. Skeltna_,
i
trouble with many negro men and 
The Last 
Fartenvit--"Mascaguln ..
women who loiter around alleys, the • .......
...... i-- • • • • • a Mr. Tolir
streets and other places in the Noe* Cav
alry—"Pnel, 'Rodney.' , 
end of town, and is, preparing to he- .......... 
........,.. . Miss Caliesi
girt a crusade, areating all and haw The Virg
in's' 'Lava Slumber—"J
ing them fined by the Judge, who will Massenet:. . .. 
.. . Me. Steelton
send the whole bunch to the chain- Andante (From the Te
mple Col-
gang. - lectiort)—Op
as 103. "Hugh A'.
Clark" Mr. Tully
Traomeii "F"•-••Opas t3. R. Schuman
Offertory. Jost Today—Abbott...
  Mies I ongstaff
has had
"-Stray Horse Taken Up.
'Mere is a gray horse at isematiai
*farmyard at Second and Washing-
ton streets belonging to sometme on-
known to the proprietors or the po-
lice. Mr. Iseman notified the officers
yesterday that lie found the beast
running loose alp4 pet her up. The
Church Guild.
Mrs, Charles Richardson of West
rroadway hae the Grace church guild
to meet with -her tomorrow after-
owner can receiver the. autma/ by
identifying her. 
noon. at her residence.
Skating Qn Avenue. 
Memphis Revival Closed,
A'. J Roth of 5 oa Harahan bottle- 
The sixteen weeks' revival was
vard requested the police yesterday 
closed yesterday at Memphis by Rev.
to compel the boys to desist from 
George Cates. Who couductied the sev-
skating in such large numbers on the 
eral months' session here one year
concrete pavements runtime; along
the avenue. because some people are
very sick, and the akating racket has
a had affect on the ailing parties.
Engaged In Fight.
Detective William Baker arrested
Joe Lees and Joe Critsinger yester-
day morning because they easgskel
in a fight den. about Second and
Kentucky.: avenue.
Complaining Wife.
Gus N-olart, the colored hack driver,
was arrested last evening by Officers
Cross and Johnson on the charge of
being drunk. They arrested him on
ago at the First Itaptiat church At
tate Mciaphiak 4,200 conver-
iialis were made, and although t
he
worship %vas. held, at the First Meth-
odist church there, all denominations
participated.
First Presbyterian.
The illuesa af Re'.". asa. E. Caver
prevents any preaching trolly 'at the
First Presbyterfan church, tnerefore




The Gospel Life Or Death" evil!
Third between Broadway and 
Ken. he this morning's subject for se
rmote
tu.cky avenue. 
' by Rev. W.- T .Bolting of the Broad.
Rosa Hall, colored, was arrested for 
way Methodist church. Re fills Ito*
a breach of the peace, being charged 
pa/pit tonight also a1
with striking another negresa.
Continues Ill.
•Lieurenant Thomas Potter
tansies conelned with siekness
homo on •••ci•itlt Fototh street.
Broadway Mission Society. •
The Home Mission society of tins
con- Broadway Mlethodist church will mete










an diet filled with delicious fruit.
a hoe: there were: Misses Louise
Eallowe, Rosa Bougeno, Josephine
Hardy, Lucille Blarchard, Nlae Ella
h-ake; Masters Chas. Lee, Misses
:rt anee Thurman, Evelyn Maret,
Rosa Thurman, Mrs. Iva Pettit, Mrs.
Thurman, Mrs. Blanchard, of
Danville, Ill.; Mrs. Dun' J. Ballowe,
Mrs. C. C. Lee, Mrs. C. If. King,
Airs. .M. C Givens, Mrs. Henry Bou-
eente Mrs. J. Maret.
-*-
First Annual Ball.
lite Retail Clerks' union will give
its first annual ball next Thursday ev-
e aorta at the Eagles' Home on Sixth
Broadway. The members have
arranged for a handsome affair that
nil! be participated an by an mus-
e:thy large crowd of their friends.
- --
Box Party for Visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Janice Peteraon
Stwth of Washington street enter-
tained Wednesday evening with a box
yauty at the Kentuaky, complimen-
tary to Colonel anal Mrs. James A.
anew of Springfield. Ill., and Colonel
and Man. R. S. Van Cleave of ludi-
zelapiais, Incl. In addition to the
. alaiee guests of the box were Mr. and
afrs. Frank Rieke and Mr. Gees
li.11Dibs0 II.
Casurtia Entertainments.
• 'I so cit the 11...id•ustw•t atail most
ceateente church evous twcurriug for
many Orlenttlala, were the entertain-
taelits at the Third street aiethodin
cilarch and the Trimble street 'Meta- •
veba . elmrch tau pa•t .seeck. Wednes•
a day evening the butien of the former -










Biatias First Anniversary. . vocal solos were 'presented by Mrs.
• In honor Of 1.1S Lrat ansiVereary George B. Hart, Mrs. Lelia 'Wade
!dater Kruger (diaries King, tha e- Lewis, Miss Adah Itrazleton and Mr.
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.-1 I. C. Curtis Polk, latter of Vincennes, Ind.
It was an impromptu affair, and inKing, entertained a nut:deer of •friends
tit !closing thc entire assemblage sangMonday afternoon at their home
load; Trimble street. A happy time "Ainc.ciaa” 
very beautifully.
. was had, all indelging in dainty re-
wIttle to each baby in an 
Entre Nulls Club.
tendance i•as presented a smal miss Ethel Brooks of North SCV-
fur the Entre Nous club members,
fMrs. Hart, Miss Brazelton.
Vocal selpetionso-
.(a) "f'amour
(b) "Elegie  ..Masseuet
Mrs. David Flournoy.
aniartette-Prayer of St. Bernard
Massen-
Mesdames Lewis and Wean.,
Misses Daeyfuss and Scot:
Powell-Fitzpatrick.
Paducah lost one of its nmet cul-
tured and popular young ladies the
past week when alats Letitia Dallant
Powell was united in marriage to
Dr. 'William Wando latzpatrick. and
leFt for Paris, Texas. t•-) take up their
home. The bride was one of the
most accomplished and highly es-
teemed belles of the younger circle
and beloved by all.
The wedding of this couple was in-
tended for next April. but Dr. Fitz-
patrick arrived in Paducah last Sun-
clay and pressed the suit successfully
for advancement of the date, that was
then made the past Thursday. at
which time they were married at
8•in o'clock that morning by Rev.
Father Jansen, of St. Francis de Sales
the nuptials occurring at the privet
house. An hour :afterwards the
aappy pair left for St. Louis where
they spent seneral days with the
young lady's aunt, Mrs.. W. W. Wia.
!unison. They %ban proceeded to
their future home ai the Lone Star
state.
The attractive bride is the dauga
ter of alrs. W. W. Powell.
B rn'roadway, :and comet of a fine fam-
ile. while the grnom is one of Parid
leading young phyticaann
graduated from *titersl eadlege.
the north and east. .
The eaurtship. ending so hapedZ
heann last fall when the charrain
brr ite went to Paris and spent the
her :lune
$5.00
Will buy a tan Covert Spring
Jacket, satin lined and this
season's newest style.
This Jacket is trailer remarkable for the money.
We have them ill two or three styles and all sizes.
You will say as every one said that saw them-
"They are the hest thing for the money I ever
saw." So come eolv; we have only about 20 left.
At Ogilvie's and only • $6 50
•
- $6.50
Will buy a Black Spring Jacket,
silk serge lined, and this
season's newest style.
This Jacket is well tailored and looks jest take .1
au) or laza coat It is lined throughout with a good
heavy grade of tan satin; close fitting and as nobby
and stylish as ran he. You will have -to see it to
enereciate it. But remember they are to be had at
Ogilvie's and in z 11 sizes, at no more than. $5 00




For the best 5.kirt you ever saw
at the price, black, blue,
light and dark fancies
These Skirts are of the newest material, neat tut
and hest make-plaited or plain--Viole, ?enema
and other new weaves. We are just making a run
on this grade to introduce you to our Suit Depart-
ment; so don't telephone; come yourself. Other
skirts up .o $ao. but this particular lot is $7 50
$5.98
Another lot of those Skirts we ran
last Friday and Saturday
that proved such a hit.
It 'added us as much as those that bought one.
for we love to save the people good values. Just
about two daren more-you remember the kind-
such lovely new materials and so nicely tailored-
black, blue aril colored, three or four styles, but
only one price et Ogilvie's $5 98
age. The happy pair were accom-
panied by ltilha Mabel Hughes and
Mr. Gilbert aVhitmane all returning
that evening.
The 'Tett) bride tea: formerly c•,o-
fleeted with the Great Tea and Coffa-o
The nuP1141* were quiet- only"". company sif Bruadway near Fourth.
family and immediate triemit -le and a a•aaay e etaerred yalung uotuaa
Present- while the 14“le tetc11.7 it She is the daughter of Mr. and Ilr•
eras Mi.: Katherine Powell. J. W. Sanders of Son Clark street.
Mr. Lloyd is the tnling attach"
Birthday of Quartette. ..1 Walleriateinas clotbing at
P a
i  
June. l'44K. ei ILneh, a fine }nuns fellow. They :ire re at
lidalilientgit the programme consunted (leave neacnine Ned gorgeous stngine John Calla:vim and Chares Seaman siding et the breat ri silencc.
were ill bore on Weehingtoti•s bi-
net drag heavy and the sop 
-
day. and out of honor air the - Padwahan's Compoltiticna.eel pees
Pie Present were it a. happy franla Auxiliary for Wives. guest. far a charming chant tendereallalt Cua- cempany at The Kentucka
Tara! ay eyeeing„ will sing "Mister
Star.' while Mr. David Andoola will
sing 'When.- both of which are tha
most recent. campo•itions 01f Mr.
hero Walleretein. this aits's takatteil
imisiciau anal seam writer.
The performance will he nitnes•eil
by a Sus party as guests ..i Mr. Wl.
lerstein. while dollowing the pLas Ntr.
association will meet at 4 o'clock and Mrs. Jac' li Walleratein wt., en'
the c ming Friday afternoon t the ' tertain with a luncheon at their red
Washington building on West Broad- dence on North Fourth, complinicne
*ay end in addition to the attractive tary Iliac Marry. Mr..atiefradoecatal
Program arranged the annual election alanagar W. Pickens.
For Paducah Girl.
The Latham Lead.. r





As; Bradshaw, Mr. Scott.
Paer li-"The Wandaring Musicians
of Nations" .. Mrs. Hubbard Wells
a ucal solo-Aria from "Herodiade"
afassenat
Mrs. Lewis.
Piano duet-"Lc Cid" Ilassene:
00
emit was hostess Thursday afternoon
who spent a happy time with this
charming hostess. Nasitors occupied
the vacant chairs of club members,
and during the card game Miss Lellie
Mae Winstead captured the club
trophy, Mrs. Victor Voris the lone
hand gift and hfrs. Alien Ashcraft
that for the visitor.
Flower Carnival.
Arrangements for the approaching
' Flower Carnival" are gradually
being completed in detail, while the
participants in the diffeeent features
are constantly' rehearsing tbeir
prate which they are getting in ad-
mirable control and will be in perfect
form sufficient to furnish the .amuse-
nieut-loving public one of the most
aatactive entertainments ever given
in this 'city. The costumes are being
iapidly completed for tithe respect-
ive feature dances, the entire num-
ber brain finished air many of the
dancers who are practicing their
t arts 110W, garbed in the raiment.
Only six more rehearsals occur
Newt the date arrives, and yester-
day went into effect some changes
in the hours for each rehearsal.
lieeeafter at the Eagles' home the
earticipants hit the reepectise dances
will practice at the following hours:
Frog dance at oato a. na
oppy dance at to a tie
Smiwball dance at n a ne
nutterfly claw at tato p. ns.
Waterlily dance at' aam p. in.
hrysanthemem dance at :tato P
Carration 42111-C at 4:15 p. inff
le.see dance at 3 p.
The costumes already aid died evi
far the praduction
eaelf • rind nt tae last pie...minion. a; air.. Waltz. ,,of Evansville. Ind.
es: i tate evening 'named. (ave.-, wie na here nest Saturday to an -
was netted by the %sentare, and nail the anxiliary that has been se--
a the priagramme was fiat from first adeized among the- wives (if Pada-
. , to last. Ftakay calming the 'Junior tea e..nductora emploaeal on the
' League of the Trimble strect church , Pistols Central and N . C. & St. L.
celebrated the anhvers.ara ni Waih- atailroads, the lenly being a bra:ica
anttion's• biefhAnY nit,' an attractive of the Order of Railisay Tow:lawn
r se 'cal anal literary pragramme that that. is ennspooat of cnentartore and
. %1C.V• 10-srd by an yeerilowing hetne. cabana aidatis &par:seem of the *cr-
. . , ewe.
-Clearett Colonial. • The wives ef the concloctars met
The detail* deal nrrangemems for,. last steel( with Mrs. B. P. Cnllom.
t• . Cithmial Tea by tar Kentucay av-:ot nia Trimble street. organized their
e;.-.. 41Fteibyterian church ladies euxibary and elected the follatying
Tiamolay evening were more aitrac- Mixers: Mr-. Eugene Lenis. presi-
/no, and 1., vbe large assemblage an:aent; Mrs. C. M. Wilkins, vice•prea-
eseinng s( matinee-et ideatrare aas Went: 'Ur.. it. C. Smiley. secretary
arearded. hany 'sere there, and ta :nal treaserer: Mr.. B. I'. Cullom,
th'm wa"erl'a'A 'alu hll the ia'fle`• srthor sister: Mrs. I. I). Farrington.
. c"iumed r's dress nuficative i'll the traitor ilister) Mrs. R. A. Pirk:nA.
' co*, na days. this keattwe tileintilia • -ter guard,: Mrs. J. N. Moore, Mrs
beautifully s• ith the engaging atiatri-
ne decorateone parvalert. 
\k• E. Kelly and Mrs. Julius Wes-
o . son executive committee: . Mrs.
" -..• In tableaux fern/ w is presented th tienry Harris. carraspondeut: Moe
‘iTsehadtt lea lama. W20'410°11.6 : Frank Halewood. musician.
. teetiquartere anal the Amer:earl Charter members are: Mr. 1. 1).
c r. t. caution, t ite acmes-ow: ee indulging; ni Fairangton. Mrs. C. M. Wilkins, Mrs.
Inventing at what carat prenairation I Haar). Harris, Mrs. W. E. Kelly.
- r̀ i.r"el''''''a t'Sl ut7'er -happy f' atm' .1 iefta. R. C. Smiley. Mrs. T. J: Flynn.
heals. . i Mrs. W. J. Lewis, Mrs. It. P. Cullom.avs• a reloia.
• ihlr'ng the 4'he-•111C ahartleat mta": Mra. A. F Tonks. Mrs. S. A. Barker,
. alara 1l3lin paned the onost apt trat", Mrs-. J. aa wvsaan. Mrs. J. W. Gor-
. A • ., ny* ante4 the traphysawhile for the man, Mrs.' J. N. Maori-, Mrs. Chas.
' -" neeper each at:cured their "ruler 1•Y ' Marcy, Mr-. A. F. Knney. Mrs. R.
*Ian:hint; Piece• arf smith carelbentil A. Perkins, Mae. M. Itoulihate Mrs.
leia'ehets that haul been rat- in twain.. c r. Denningian. Mrs. K. W. Le_
Vaiders sn. coffee. aalvtichrn and tea 1rey. Mrs V. . P. Barrick, Mrs. F.
I AVv•i, Pt'rVerl. , hagwood. Mrs. T. J. Moore. Min.—#.__• • _ham Sullivan.
Riletopltic 1:314. -d--
1
.- Tee araleconhie el re, izattie-iiiv with - own wedeln* Anniversary.
% • ' - ' - ' : - ''et I Si""''''71 "'' >;̀)'-th,. About seventy-five guest. licanni
''. 11'1.1 a relay morning was one Oa 'hi . and 
sts,•.s. • wv .1 jam Lydon. 
..it.
shales leterest. as ar regular pro- s.en.:n Tenth 
street. cc:e;n.aate. Nytti.
gram was presented, and also thael the t went yai felt a nraversary
intended for tile previous week's ses- i nr/It'a•v
' - *ion 'hat was called in oit aznotuit of `-'' 
14e,
'r nrirri'lre. The home "'"'
thronged- with the happy visitors and
Mrs. Bentle Campbell's death.
lia; Mary Solo presented ••\-0a. • a line time was had at variousA 
simuseinents, while before adjourn-a and Cliaracter;* Mrs. John '• . etaire-Life
Wa Scott, "The Laramatiste.-Mdlicre: talent .delicious refreshment'. were
:hid Racine:" Miss Katherine Powell ;deeved•
.Mr. -1 Mrs. Lydon are among theeliscessed "The French ..,allerarnaliets.'
hlinstrelsy and Troubadours." "Car- .'e-'.4Y•e !nest highly esteemed couples
mane and Ian Dramas'. was presente4 i aret were the recipients of many
1 y Miss 1.1112 Reed, while Miss Clara . beattiful airesents of silver from
Park: and Mrs. Henry 'Rudy repre. ! their friends in honor ot the event.
sented "Current Topics." ' . ..  
Miss Kathleen Whited-wit! dicing ' Matinee Musical.
chosen the hoeteas for March, the The Nfalinia• Musical holes its (hest
drst session will be with her the enm-! sleeting for avro Weeks the coming
. leg Friday morning at their home aa'«inesday ataernoon at •3:30 o'clock
cm Seventh and Kentlicky. , at 'which time the following pro-
gramme will he rendered:
.'-'••,' a -High Legion Social. • French composers-Massenet. Chant-
Piga Legion of tlic.• National Pro- Made.
aa •V4- tertive Legion. will entertain with a. - Leader-Mrs. View \roans.
owial next 'flee-se:1y evening at the Current events.
WOodinen of the World hall on North I biographical sketcliee... Fourth. A very slice affair has hen • lafran Edwin'• erranged for.
•.,
Imoremptu Musical. •
Very attractive and eniaeabie wa i iolin solo
Cie aea musical by the high eIiool Mr. Skelton.
epile Thursday after noon at taa Vexed eolo--"Madrigni"
ChuntinadeWashinetan building on West Braad-
NA a it heidtz rernstnition of the:
ellit h arY nf Wastehlidtaids hirth • ; ••.: 1 a eat --"Barcarollea • .





!day. a ntnr.ber of instruinental and 1  la, ra,..u. I 1.31....::.is;s:i ..s: t.ilt :";;;
A . ,,
Nveille
sion taco' jeer eery tale hone I Ain. Ate ,. Das.) ..1 -The %%older
then' Thursday evening at the Re-c1
Men's ball on North Fourth stria t
by Dv. key lialloue, the druggist al
Tenth and Broadway. A fine time
seas lea! by the large numlier
aural. present.
Alumni Association,
The Paducah !Tina ScliandAltined
o: er. ad) occur.
Daughters of American Revolution,
lama:call chapter. Daughters of the to n o'clock Thursday evening, Mr...
American Revolution. will be enter Walter alonelield entertained in hoe .r
tamed Friday afternoon by Mrs. Dr.
D. G. Veteran of Broadway. Marie%
the gathering Mrs. If. S. %Veils sill
af her pretty sister and guest Miss
Lizaic Nlan5tieiil. of Paducah.
gusats %%err prances and all were
present art interesting paper on tb: char5rtc.1 by Miss Maitoield's interest-
three patriotic organizations. Colonial ing personaaty am! conversatiatal
Dames Daagliters s.f the .americae
Revolution. and Doighters of ti:e
Revolistiou.
The Woman's Club.
The balsam-. sessain of The Vcam
anai '-hub was condte-ted Thureday
afternan at Grace church parisit
house, while the "open seasion- will
not he held until March . a he- in
charge ef the Art department.
Delphic Club.
Thefielphic club gather: at to
o'clock Tnesday meriting at the li-
brary • Luilding. anal nih call wia
lw dispensed with. This. a- the tiro
session for three weeks.
~or-
Dancing Class Cotillion.
Thirtyaive of the chillren cien•
pnaing the "afternan (Lencing
of Prafessor J. A. Mahler spent see -
erah happy hours indrIging in a
"Colenial Cotillion" Friday afternoon
from a mail 3:ao cacao& at the Eagles'
hall oa Sixth and Broadway. Many
of the •Ettle ones were adorned with
colonial 'garbs, and wore their hair
powdaced. The favors were hetehets,
appropriate.
The 
:and others equally asplso:,r
Bioda Club.
The Diode club and a few additianal
guests were entertained attractivray
Friday afternoon by Miss Lora': e
Sutherland of 714 Broadway, an-
many delightful events were featuaed.
one of the Innet spirited abeing .the
"name guessing' contest, at which
rMie,ss Azelee R eveswas awarded the
Moo' there ice-re: Misses Mildreell
Orme. Martha Cope, Mary Whoeleot
Agnes Adams, Azalee Reeves, tinna
Hays. Lucille aferiia. 'Grace
Helen Van Meter, Mary Barnett,
Gladys Cohere. Sarah 'orbett.
lieth Hannah- Corbett, ard
Grace alcGlathery.
Married at Cairo.
Miss Minnie Sanders , and 4i
Thomas J. Lloyd, twa poonlar voids*
peopie hied theme:aloe to Cairo I'S




'The pretty alining reiom, in se; ich
dainty refreshments were served. ua.
artistically decorate.' in pin'..".
Washingtonian Party.
Ma ,:e7 Leonard C.:triple-II enter-
tained his little boy friends laraaav
evenina hem 8 to is ohlesale wiali
George Washington birthday party. at
the home of his parents. Mr and Mrs.
Wheeler Campbell of ' Fountain
avenue. The residence was attractive-
ly arranged with patriotic deciirations
and msny diveraiems formed amuae-
ment for the little people daring the
assembly.




Mr. and Mrs. L. Rase:thetar of aaa
West Ninth street. Cincinnati, an-
'femme the engagement ef their
daughter, Miss Rosa. to Rabbi Meyer
Loa-itch of Padttcah.
This information mill conic a; a
source of much delight to the many
friends the prospective granm -has
made in this city since coming here
last fall to assatme pastoral _charge.
of Temple !mat. He is a dearhed'
aberal minded and cultured divine or
recognized ability and talent who has
eiceply impersaed Paducahans by his
fervency and- &votaress.
The date for the wedding has not
yet b2C1) se!.
helgian hares imported into the
.V-gentine Republic have multiplied
at an astonishing rate. Scene fifty oi
am -se here, were introduced into the
aeintry and they have now eprear
ai starch an extent as to be found at
r distance of 500 miles from the spo•
wisere they were first turned out and
!lane increased so prodiguoualy tha•
ten limiters have been known to kill
naoo a day. Their ravages on some
proprietors have gone to the einem
fencing in, extensive ranches with
hire netting in carder tn exclude
Scent attempt has been mad.







Now Is the Imc to Buy
• Mall paper
Oa: harc the largest (Inc of up-to-datc wall paper










Office 306 Broadway IrTnPhones:01fice 385—Residence 1696
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"IT ES THE LITTLE. THINGS
MAKE THE BIG
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quartets Make the Doilars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE ItOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US wrrit























ARKLEY ORDERED TO TAKE
EWSPAPERS TO PUBLISH THE
F LAST YEAR'S COUNTY BUN-
WS A BALANCE OF OVER
LVIE SETTLED IN FULL FOR
S COLLECTED BY HIM LAST
T WANT COURT TO MEET
Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special RemediesWrilCrl ALL DISPENSED UPt)NI ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
7".".."':'NON-SUPPORT• • THE KUROPATKIN
• HISTORY. *
•
. .• ••••  o • smostioittioaso.saiMPEO
(Evansville Courier.)
General Kuropatkin'si bistory of
he Russo-Japanese war is an inter-
:sting contribution. Kuropatkin was
'it a better position than anyone else
o know the reasons for the defeat
d the Russians. Generally speak-
ng the whole world knew that the
Ruesian cause was lost because of
the inefficiency of the czar's officers,
because of inability to get men and
counts piled up on the finance corn- supplies to the front in pro
per shape
mittee and made much work for them, and, most of all, because the army
and also with three months interven-
ing between terms some would forget
circumstances surrounding indebted-
ness contracted, and there would be
no way of ascertaining whether the
arcoutits are correct or otherwise. He I
advocated a monthly session by the I
court, ibut this did not prevail. The ,
finanee committee was then empow-
creel to meet once each mosels and
144k oter and allow the•aceremts, thc!
committeemen not to receive any
compensation for the work.
The meals., rate. directed that '
money allowed Mrs. Manic MeNlan-
tem lis held up as she ones the
coviity smelt personal property taxes.
--
Sheriff's Settlement.
The justices then took Up the que.-
stion of settling with the sheriff. and;
14..is quickly: thaw, as Mr.
turned in his _tax warrants utile meta-
lion on The back that he had searched
for peravnal property to sell and usakei
taxes oil real estate out of it. but
could find none. His vitiation of the '
retinal. -sso propfrty found," was all
necessary on the back of the tax war-
rants, and etc!' if the sheriff had ,
ma& no diligent search for personal
oroperty the judge and lawvrs in-,
formed the clerk the court could not
go behind the "no property found" re
turn made on the warrant. This being
a full compliance with the law, as
both sides desired :0 do, the sheriff
then settled in full with the count)
for too6 taxes he had collected, •pro.:
ducing vouchers showing he had
turned l9J.23o. t a into the county
treasury. His delinquent list sdi(sered
$53.490. the land reeks $arrasflics, cxon-
erations tii,o8o, double assessments'
$i .;.,o,. ckrk'e list Saifet to, and
delinquent polls, ter persons. The •
Poellrea is !he assessed valnadon of I
the Lied he could not collect taxes
i.n. and w hithi propert)- had to be put
up and sold, bought in in name of
the ceunty, and the sheriff given;
credit
John If. Bonnet was 3;intreit tea,'
Charts-, Fatiery Si;. George Broad-
foot 1.27, and John J. Ulrich $36 for
committee work the) had done.
This being all before the court that
body Pdjtworsted until next June.
EXAMINED BY SPFCtALISTS.
Ulceration of Child's Feut -Mistaken
for Leprosy.
!Pier a scare basing beeit creakel
bi the Crofton neighborhood al
C7iatian county ()ter ths• repett that
e ssie Johnson, the fouricar-eld
ilarghtcr of Austin B. Johnson, sNuas
tlacksmith, of Crofton. was afflicted
leprosy, pr. J. Evan Jehnsaart• Kansas judge Leaves
wlessse diagnose% of the Case was an .Married Till Girl
ulceration of the foot. had the child
}taught to Lodisville to undergo an •
examination by specialists. says the lopcka Kan., Jan 23.--Bride 
t oilet rsation.
T:mea. Another physician of Chris- must 'not laugh While a marriage lk 
. s
On e county. who wag call ied n con-
sultation by Dr. Johnson, it is said,
prottooneed the case genuine leprosy
and the people of that section were
thrown into a panic.
The examination of the child here
we made by Drs. I. N. Bloom and
G. A. Hendon and their invest'sgatioa
• Gravity,
OF HIS CHILD
THOMAS TRIMBLE GIVEN A
CONTI:NUANCE UNTIL TO-
MORROW.
Bailey *Puckett Goes to Jail for Car-
rying Gun, But His Relatives
Are Here.
'Thomas Trimble was given a cots
thittanee yesterday by Judge Cross
the police' court, of the charge of
failing to suppoet his little child. It
is contended that he does not make
any purchases whatever ard entire's
forsakes the Tittle one, which is there-
by thrown upon the charitable re
Sources.
Bailey Puckett was fined $25 and
'ern to jail for ten days for carrying
concealed weaposs in the nature of a
hulking revolver that fired a 38-
calibre caftridges. ruckett front
Eureka, Ky.. and is the man caught
at the ' depot with gen, jug of
whiskey and other articles, lie was
sent to the county jail to serve his
term, but some of his people arrived
lest night apd will arrange to appeal
the action /or Mtn cio he can get out
of the term pest of the penalty.
4. fine $t and Cysts was assessed
swim.' William Baker on the chargs
Of being drunk.
being performed hi Kapsas. Be-
cause a young 7NOIllall laughed while
;tufge McCabe stopped in the middle 
THE NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OFthe ceremony was being performed
of it and refused es, continue until 
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
she ceased. The bride was Mine 
•
married to WnIter Jonee. 
ft5x..,',:,,,,in, Vfirld III.11:t•Gf 4,1' jo,11rioerelv f•4 -
. l'1',•I ronst 01-
/frown. of New York, who se-is being
fully hears not the diagnosis made sMarriage is not a laughing mat-- 
siearre, and to as oid uniusciijaime ss.
: vrest I., exclode vorremifou.4 of *bro.,:






in."Mat ment- La4.11w"rd 
cc-
ulceration
case had .ne resemblance whetever 
ps:eorpfopermd tahemaererieamgesliniyesrem".1m;vilviliteitcoht •. it ili;oe'laiscea-iiti,„,---:k.dgiI.,-.3-,,,'.',..,,"7:,,,
te 
(';',..%:
::'.ote a par.tyr.ipo o. a:. t OCTIVi Illt/1 1
.. -
of the foot and that the .
is regarded as a laughing affair. 'T!11;:11:414(41:‘Ilini•ftill.‘::1'ilwri 1). Fr•ni 1 .wnAtn). 14-t:r' i-er.:1"': 11' 
X1-liett you can stop I:engines, and i ' 'Excels. fa Pro. naudittaa wilich lo imp-
. 4,'14-017, Is v ;MAI II Mo e f aces.
In-I;-
seem to realize just a little more that ! ";1.-,:i7es*!aCleos"iti t'Lesi,1-itili'-e.fia's:::.'1..1!.s
this is not a side shoo, perhaps we I 110 :9111V.‘ 11 wi:leti 1--(1 Imighl i'l
will resume the ceremony." 
-or.I•it, ..to.,.e.1.4. •
Then the judge walked out of the ' 
Excels li Definitions They air vim..
tot*. i,•I•otapieke. nod arts gie en :11 tea*
clerk's, office. where the ceremony ;s'er‘talit:.-a`.;".hnis'eh•et:?1F-sca'r:isitsir oltì illueirciA int
was being performed.
were just half married.
sworn to love. cherish
Miss Brown, but Miss
lacked the esprit du crops, the devot-
ees, passionate love of country that
all soldiers should have when they
tight under the banner of their na-
tive land,
huropatkin assigns all these, as
ensons, and he adds some detaila
that are new. Among them is the
friluze of Kaulbars, upon whom the
-ommanding general placed great
relience, to obey orders at crucial
inoments. Ile points out that if
Katilbars bad followed the instruc-
tions that were giren hint ties de-
fetuse of Muktlen might have been
suecessful insitead of being au i in-
etoriouti failure. Batt KurispatkIn
does not place all the blame for the
%Mitten defeat upon the elwiultlers of
h.salbars. Some of 'it he assumes
hotoself in the slats:mem Sisal tie did
lost insist sufficiently on a strong re-
sets,: force to lie used at the deice
sit c moment
After all is 'east and done, though,
the fact remains that the Russian
cause was hopele%s almost from the
• , was a great army o
men incompetently officered, poorly
equipped -with the paraphernalia of
war, withoite love oft country.
agairost them was an army commend
cd b) men of the most exceptional
•stilitary talent, an army that lacked
nothing the knowledge ef the% art of
war could secure for 'it, an. army in ,
which cs-cry soldier was willing, I
even analins., tit die for his country. ;
Of course the Russians lost. No I
country that cannot command the
net-otiose 11 its ettizent can hope to
win a conflict in which the opposing
roreca approximate equality. In the
beginning the Rutso-Japanese
conflict the Rusaiane apparently had
Cs try advantage. In mists, in money,
in ships, viewed front the merely
numerical standpoint. the Japanese
were. far outclassed. It looked a, It
they would be crushed before floe
war had pregresowsl !sixty day!! But •
tte Japa were not crushed, and this'
was so both because they were will-
to tight end because they' knew ;
how
wIfttyo sfihiritiuweil the world that a lit•J
tle man who knows how to 'hoot a
rile, and who is not afraid to die. has
a treinendou, advantage over a big
man who doe% not know how to
shoot and who stands in mortal fearof death a cut c
THE GIGGLING BRIDE. ! stre•ngth'
bandage. wet with alum water and
put on when retiring, is excellent for
el I




Neri MT kept out of the celestcal
empire by thu tiee of soft-soled
shoes. The hard soles worn by the
Ape-Saxon race are the cause, a
measure. of the extreme nertous tern
peramene. Would we not be more
amiable and therefore more beauti-
fait if we wore soft soles, at least
when at home? An alcohol foot
bath is a method of weuring by ab-
sorption an exhilarating effect. A
gallon of go proof alcohol will suffice
for several baths, and as thc only ac-
ceasoriee are a hot brick and a little
cologne, thie latest idea is net an ex-
pensive one.
The method of procedure consists
in dropping the hot trick into the al-
cohol (prefionsly perfumed) about
&revere or twenty minutes before
weing: then. after ascertaining that
the liquid is just hot enough not to
burn. the feet are immersed in the
foot bath, and after covering the tub
with a cloth to prevent any escape
of the vapor, you sit and reflect upon
:he. bliss of existence.
A warm bath with a'handful of sea
salt in 'it is about as restful as a nap.
Paddle in it until it cools, dry with a
rorgh towel, put on freeti stockings,
1:::ve. a change of shoes. If one
could take time hi the middle of the
day to change stockings for n fresh
sair we should rsot hear AO much













, The reason really seise men do not
talk more is because the foolish 4lo• ,
i4 not give them a chant.. to get into
tic le prosy
SHIP HORSE AGAIN.
Soon as Animal's Knees Get Well
She Will Be For.varded.
Mr. Wynn Tully. the livery-matt of
Fssurth and Kentucky avenue, will in
a few days ship to Mr. Paddleford,
o: East St. Louis, the horse the lat-
ter bought from the Paducahan and
Which animal jumped from • the.
freight train going out for Cairo and
escaped. The knees of the animal
where she atighted on striking the
ground are very sore, and until she
is Ale to stand op she will not be
rfaced back in the box car and
again shipped. She was pat in on:
the other night, but - the next morn-
ing found roaming around at Th'ir-
teentlt and Clay streets. It de'vel-
oped the beast had leaped from the
, train on the- side sdoor of the car
s:-king open. s..
These are LED GUM COUGHPSYIWP, a cure when others- .
fail, and EL EW'S STO a4kCH IT 3t.LTS1LeTire for indi-
iestieoli:- }toil iotiforialri-cgTam'sPire—ro—od,&-Drui Act
--PUBLIC EXPENDITURES OFI
• COUNII iO4 eAA YEAR
COUNTY ATTORNEY AI.BEN B









to provisions of the new
revenue law enacted last year by the
'ate legislature at Frankfort, the
, court during yesterday's 
session
empower County Attorney !Oben
liarklry to take sealed bid' from the
newspapers of this city to publish the
• itemized statement showing for whit!'
. 
eatery dollar ssf county revenue wae
spent last year. Thelligs are to show
what the Hen spatere will e here- per
-
Ahem' 8tokono is spent asimially,by
the county government of McCracken,
and the mate legislature lest year.
41 la gdsetting the slew revenue law, pro.• Ail that the brio of each year tbt
tiereal court shall hate publiahcd in
ovine eewspaper an itemized state-
.* ment 'showing fir oliat eery sum of
iZte piddic money nes paiil out <luring
'tar reeredIng 'ear. •Aq else new law
is mandatory. and the Istetentent hat
• • hr psiblished. the comfy attorat)
now gets bids in order to have tiling+
in shape by tie June ternt of the 166-
.'00. which time orders for pub-
- Se:stens of the ezpenditures and re
ceipt• nil: be made. In this mann, r
the tee:layer% we ter %that their
Inoue) is being spent.
.et the MAIRisteatet were present
•*lering aestertiay's seessien. they king
.v•Iut I. Illtich. John H. Burnett,
George Broailfsitst. Charley Enver).
John Thompson, WI. F. Isine. E. F.
(Sholson and Clint Knott.
The county litiattier Mick a settle-
trent for the money in the connt)
'soy hind. , He had on hand Ocasehes
2. USW a balance of P.00teaa. while
•inse then, up ts• and including Feb.
lusty ea. he paid out $12.sts...te. re-
erived t 1.342 13. leas ing
:I4lanCe of St,bof It.
For Coe pauper fund the tremeirer
rcportrel that October soot, the aC-
.••iinst was overdrawn by 81444-15.
ANhi,t.nce that slate $45,071/.13 was
pent and $141043°7 received. %eying
a pretest' overdraft of Psao5o14.
The treasurer's etateirant %towed.
8102.1o3.05 to it' credit.
The cosset ordered the feallonitig
stints paid the mentioned panic% for
benehie of the named people, the
money coming out of the pauper fund:
John chompsion foe benefit of P. Wit
MJII. Kate Site's for Emma Simmons.
W N. Baldry for James !mints.
John Thompson for Mac Burns
Dooms Cltampy for Angeline Carri-
gan. Mary B. Harper for Isaac Haw-
.. -line A N. Scars for Sallie Lusher.
' So5 each: J. M. Byrd for Mrs. McGee.
-"ta,vit: Ellen Campbell for idiot child.
:4. B. Tapp for Rufus Story; $to:
A. N. Sears for Ida Leosher, taz.
The salatics id the county officials
• Wele allowed as follow': Judge Light-
foot. $4,17.ao, Contuaussioner Jot:melt.
Burnett. $50: County Attorney Alhen
W. Barkley, Pao; County Clerk
Hiram Smedley. ;so. as elerk 'of fiscal
cisme: County Physician Eddie
Yotesz. Seers: Connty School Sion-Tin-
ts ndent Samuel J. Billington, Poo.
For the past year or two Judge
Lightfoot has hi en personal!) over-
seeing the lawn work at the county
courthouse. and. brought them out of
a bad and ehaotic condition to a high
•stauclarsi of beauty, but as it takes so
much of his time he directed that the
chairman of the county courthouse
- conuatittee. Justice Emery, would have
to superintend the lawn work the
coming summer. as the lawn is part
of the courthouse property which is
looked after by this committee.
The •following allowances were
made out of the county levy: G A.
Hamlett, $to: L. E. Young. Ps: W.
J. Bass, $5: MTS. Marie Nicatannon,
'$to; John W. Ogilvie, $40.50; Sun
Netispaper company. $4.22: F. P. Gil-
son &Co., rsono: DuBois-Kolb & Co.,
.$06.80: James Eaker, $t,t53.7S.
L L. !Idiom was allowed $26t out
of the pauper fund. Burgeatir St
Hugh ss $trea, and W. A. Thompson
.$357•14.
County Clerk Ilirain Smedley
claimed $ae%) for discovering and aa-
esessing property that had been over-
looked by the county assessor in
valuing properties for county and
slate tax purposes. This account was,
referred to Comity Attorney Barkley
'or investigation, and reettitant allow-
ance.
Chairman John J. Bidet/ of the
finance etentnittee informed the court
that sessions were held onle every
three months, but he thought the
court should gather mouthly, because






him no more allegiance of any kind.
Miss Brown scented to enjoy the sit-
uation of being single herself aroti
still having Jones married to her.
Jones expostulated with her for
some time and at length informed
the judge that the "lady isn't laugh-
ing now." 'The judge went back to
the performance of the. ceremony
which made a Jones of a Brown.
The less money a man has in




Ixeala to its Appendix whit.li iS n pricked
st.m.hfritri. 4,1 ti....cut krumledpe.
Excels as a Work4g DtetionsuT. No
Cii W.I. Wick C•1211/01n1:11 oteroi 
1:i-
temisation. or is so indispens
able) io the
study, frhoOl. Or officv.
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages with (1000 illustratione.
23,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.I)., LLD., U. S.
Comrnimionee of vdc! ion.











/30 8. r LERD STItEWI PADUOA.H.rIKY
KOMI INSURANCt
Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
LJ3I0GE5T AND OLDEST. IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Resiatace: 72f
CAMPBtll RUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just eon ipleted. front porch with large col-
•umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry. Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot velar) feet.
ICCRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.




Steam and Hot Water Heating.






SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACH
IN.
ZRY AND HOUSEHOLD coorg.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOI• ROE. BOTH PHONE&
P. D.IFITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring




329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER 86






good health and this com-
bined with n.edern sae:easy
fixtures helps to kccp the doctor out—
of your house. "Staidard" Porcnhin
Enameled plumbing fixture; et a k e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
haee a beauty all their own.
11.11, liyou 
intend making bath room en-, .,. .,
erovcinents, let us show you sa:npies of
rygp • I adlliNbe,, :hit famous ware. We guarentec goodesse. e.....,.
'\. work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
' E. D. HANNAN.
Both Phones not
1,1
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Anyone failiag to receive this paper
isegularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once Tele
phone Cumberland 378.
Sunday Morning, February 24, 1907.
'Municipal Ownership Not a Failure.
In a letter to the editor of the
Louisville Herald irom one of its
readers, it is clearly pointed out that
municipal ownership of public util-
ities in England is not a failure. The
fact of the business is, the stock-
holders in _corporations owning pub-
lie /militia see approaching the day
of doom for longer holding up the
consumers for outrageous pricei in
order to pay large dividends on mil-
lions of dollars of watered stock.
and they are exerting every energy to
mislead the pnblic and to prevent
them from throwirag off the yoke of
oppression by tenoning to the public
ativnerahip of public utilities. Sev-
er:11.days ago we pointed out that in
the English city 01 WindcA, with the
same population of Paducah, the city
furnishes gas at 32 cents per thous-
aml feet. and made a profit of over
tram°. in Paducah the consumers
pay $1.o per thousand feet.
The press bureaus of the corpora-
tions arc very active at this time and
almost daily The Register receive -a
through the mails pamphlets and ar-
ticks full of corporation rot about
rnimicipal ownerahip being sa failure.
Some of the stuff is so rank that rio
am but a plain, common everyday
fool would believe any of it, and by
*c corporations scolding it out they
but show that they regard the people
as being fools, and the fact that so
many swallow those statements is
evidence that the corporations are
not mistaken in their guess. The
writer to the editor of the Herald
presents the case so fairly and in
such a sensible way that we quote
what he says on the subject:.
"The two-column criticism of muni-
cipal ownersfhp in London and else-
where, reprinted from the Financial
Solletin of Philadelphia, as made by
Lord Avebury and the London cor-
respondent 9f the New York Sun in
yesterday's Herald contains just
enougit truth to make the entire
areutnent onisleadino. The conten-
tion that municipal ownership is a
failure, or that it has been carried
toe. far, can be proved by only one
test. and that la: Are condition'
worse antler municipal .management
than they were formerly when pri-
vate ccontranica performed the same
aersPices?
"It is altogether illogical to corn-
pare tho rasaa "if a serVce in one city
eider =WOW control with that. .
•atiother ed by a4 poyate co-ports-
lion, as laatallao.rd Avcbury and the
Sun correspondent do in trying to
make out a: case. against municipa'
ownership in London The point at
issue is plat. that gas costs fiftv-civla
cents as suppYied by the South Me-
tropolitan Gas company to the people
oi Londoe,•but how much did it for-
znctly cost the gas consumers of
Manchester when under private man-
agement to secure artificial light as
con:pared with what they pay today?
We know in Louiaville it costs At.ao
for the seine service—and a much
inferior .soft aof light—but the Sun
correspondent woukl not for a mo-
ment allow Ohs argument to be made
against private control of the gas
department .in Sheffield or Salford.
"In considering the criticisms of
those opposed to municipal control of
public utilities we should not forge'
that taking various services out o'
• -the hands of private corporations has
caused enormous loss to thousand,.
of shareholders all over the country
in the past decade, and that such
-persons have become emBitterea
against the idea of the people manae
mg their own business. A distanin
tied shareholder can make more noise
in a community than a dozen satis
tied citiaens, especially as he is al
Theist always an educated man—or
oometimes a woman—who can write
sufficiently readable Engliah to gair
meccas to the correse,ondenct columns
ss
papers. And as ErttIsh newspapers
eir rottl •• • !e
di( r readers than ours do, and even
.ike edit° ial notice of the stoat.
•there has been in both England and
Scot lap d in the past few years a
good deal of complaint against muni-
c pa' manaceraept voiced in the pub
lie press. In the meantime the great
body of the peopk go about their
.vark oleaaed ennui+ with the way
O'C local authorities have been "tat -
all! over" year after year the various
a 'vice' and manacing them in a
most business-liac way
"Of conrse. it is nosaible 'that in
the past too much had been claimed
car the unicipalzation of public
When this idea was about
to be put tpto practical nee-ration
ontinostic philosophers who
managed to get into p-mt flavored out
the poas'bilitv of aboaahine looll tax
aticat altogether: profits of the oar-
us undertakines were troine to run
the city government independent of
the asselao-'s department. Tais it
was soon found impossible to do, if
at the same time the maces of com-i
madities dealt in by the city were to
he redoced. It was therefore a choice
hetween redocino the coat of the var-
isms cerivces to the public and -ethic-
tbe rate of taxation. The former
alternative was adopted in most cities
and it was probably in some places
carried too far—hence local taxation
rose instead of fell. This has natur-
ally cansed some dissatisfaction, and
has ftiven the opponents of the muni-
cipal movement a chance to quote
statistics—whieh so far is about a!!
they have been able to do.
"Mistakes no doubt have been
made, but so long as the people -have
had to pay for them --ac they have
always done in the end under private
ontoation—neither noble Lord. nor
New York newspaper correspondents
reed worry very much ewer the
let ere."
Glint B. Leigh.
In !he death of Clint B. Leigh, the
newspaper fraternity not only lost an
ardent and zealous worker, but a
whole-sou:ed and ecnial gentleman
is well. Thougth of rather a retiring
disposition be had the courage to
expresa and stand by his convictions
on any and all occasions. Contrary to
the habit of the average editor Mr.
Leigh eschewed politics and dqoted
his time and energies towards mak-
ing a oewpaper. While others might
become irritated over the manifold
anoyances that invade the editorial
room. Mr. Leigh always took a
philosophical sicw of such matters
and, calmly continued his work until
the day's task was done, with his
daily "3o- he seemed to pass up his
office cares until be again appeared
at 'his desk. lic was a newspaper
man through and through, and ex-
acted thoroughness even down Ito
small details.
In thu city where Mr. Leigh grew
from boyhood to manhood, he had
many friends Who deplore his un-
timely death. Those who wcre asso-
ciated with him in the newspaper field
best appreciate his worth as a man
and as an editor.
Protecting The Ballot.
A halt has been called on election
frauds by the Kentucky court of ap-
peals, and a decisive step was taken
towards purifying the ballot in the
judgment rendered by that tribunal in
the case that went up from Caldwell
county. Without going into the
merits of the particular case on which
the decision was based, it is enough
to know that the court found suffi-
cient evidence of fraud to invalidate
the election.
There has been so much fraud prac-
ticed in Kentucky elections and
passed over by the people that the
election manipulators became so bold
and open that many good citizens
despaired of ever seeing fair elections
again. But the day has at last
dawned when we may look for the
authorities to take cognizance of
every attempt to corrupt the ballot,
and to see One •coutts send ballot
box stuffers and those who aid them,
to the penitentiary.
From the decision referred to we
quote the following language of the
court: •1,4
"It is of. .the highest importance
that the courts should scan the con-
duct of elections with deep interest
and jealous care, and enforce with
vigor the laws provided for discour-
aging fraud and violence. One of the
most important parts of these laws is
the statute under consideration, which
enables the courts to deprive the can-
didate apparently elected of the fruits
of his fraud when this is established,
although the office cannot be given to
his opponent. It is not often that
fraud is so surely tangled and held
in the meshes of its own chicanery
that it can be definitely measured, or
its influence accurately weighed; but,
aciserally, diligence will so exposeaits
mil& work as to justify the courts
in withholding the fruits- or I:s cs
In the regular column of this issue
will be found the announcement ot
lion.. Charles Reed. of whom the
above is a tine liaenesa, and who sub-
mits to the people his candidacy for
the Democratic nomination for major
of the city of Paducah. No intro-
duction is needed for Colonel Reed,
who is one of Paducah's well known
men who stands high throughout the
state, and whose past public records
arc pointed to by his friends as a
matter of pride, as he was always for
progress and advancement of the com-
munity. Mr. Reed served four terms
of ma years each •as mayor, his
regime covering a period of eight
years, from tR8t to 1Mo while before
and after that time he served faith-
fully in the council At present he i.
NTS
II tft
member of the public park com-
missioners for Paducah, and was re-
cently appointed by thc governor of
Kentucky as one of the trustees for
the Pewee Valley home, ohms: is
cared for at expense of the state all
Kentudcy Confederate seterans de-
siring !o avail themszlves of the in
stitution.
Mr. Reed has been a hard worker
for the democratic party and his au-
nouncement for the nomination f a
source of much satisfaction to his
best ni friends, olio have joined him
in the active campaign that is now
opening up.
Being a strong adherent of demo-
cracy it is but natural that he aub-
smit+ his candidacy, subject to the ubject to any action of the demo-
action of 'dim democratic primary, cratic primary of May 2
4.44.0.0.0,44+4.a..s.e..H.4.4.+4.44ispeseas
EVERY LEr Ai T k.!‘ F TfiI • STORh IS BRIST-
LING WM* M. D SFA 0 GOODS AT 'MONEY
SAVING 11 I; • S. . . . WE • N ill E YOUR SPECIAL
ATTENTIGN 10 THE Fi LL W NG NEW ARRIVALS:
CI OVL.:)
LADIES' a CLASP BLACK SUEDE LISLE GLOVES AT a5c.
LADIES a CLASP MILAN LISLE GLOVES IN BOTH BLACKAND WHITE soc.
LADIES' SILK GLOVES—a CLASP, DOUBLE WOVEN TIPSBLACK AND WHITE 75c AND 98c.
LADIES' LONG LIS E G. "ES 75c AND 98c.
LADIES' LONG SILK GLOVES Si-co AND $1.25.
H IERY
LADIES' PLAIN BLACK SILK LISI E HOSE AT $15C.
LADIES' BLACK LACE HOSE asc AND 35c.
LADIES' EXTRA QUALITY IN LACE LISLE HOSE IN BLACKGREY OR WHITE 48c.
LADIES' PLAIN By ACK SILK HOSE S0000
LADIES' BOOT LACE SILK HOSE IN BLACK, BLUE ANDWHITE AT $2.00
ALL KINDS AND PRICES IN LADIES' AND CHILDREN'SCOTTON HOSE.
DRESS GOODS
EXAMINE OUR LINE OF NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS ANDSUITING'S.
EVERYTHING THAT'S UP-TO-DATE YOU CAN FIND HEREAT PRICES ADMITTING OF NO COMPETITION.WE MENTION HERE ONLY ONE SPECIAL LOT. THIS CON-SISTS OF EIGHTEEN DIFFERENT PATTERNS OF THE .VERYLATEST NOVELTIES IN SPRING SUITINGS. OUR PRICE PERYARD 48 CENTS,
WHILE LOOKING AT THESE LOOK ALSO AT
OTHER GRADES. "LOOKERS" WILL COME BACK
AND BUT WHEN COMPARISONS ARE MADE;
PURCURPHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY.
URED
,
May 2 WV III
MR. MILES ANNOUNCES
G. R. DAVIS ANNOUNCES




AS indicated in a signed card else-
where in this issue Mr. G. R. Davis,
better known as Dick Davis, has con
seated to make the race for mayor,
anc; in the regular column of this
i,oie is to be found the formal'an-
rouncernent.
'Mr. Davis is too well and favor-
ably known to. require any extended
mention as to his identity. He is at
the head of the Davis Metal and
Sheet Iron Works and is materiapy
identified with Paducah and all its'
interests. • ,
In a public capacity Mr. Davis Iraa
served the city as school trustee,
councilman and also as an aide-man,
being president of the board of alder-
men two years ago. Mr. Davis is a
rood business man and is quite famil-
iar with the affairs and needs of the
city and therefore well qualified for
the datica of the office to which he
aspires. He is quite popular and has
a strong following among the work-
ing democrats, and makes the racs
subject to the democratic primary.
May 2.
•
doing, and thus depriving it of its
highest incentive. And if this be not
done when the facts justify it, then
elections will become simply contests
of fraud and violence, and the politi-
cal boss will come into his own. "By
merit raised to that bad eminence."
Then comes a time when to this new-
ly-made ruler we may apply (mutatis
mutandis) the language of the his-
torian in picturing the gitatest dema-
gogue Om ever ruled' by fraud and
violence: He understood the fearful
and sinister secret of how men may
be robbed of their property by writ-
ing the word 'jury' into their laws:
How a nation may he ensnared by
tutiversal suffrage and the liberty of a
people strangled in the nightime with
a thing called election.-
"Those who believe in the perpetu-
ity of government by the people must
rest their hopes in the virtue of the
people, and unless this vitalizing prin-
ciple is unshackled in its exercise such
government cannot exist; and it mat-
ters little whether, in speaking of
the mere machinery of such govern-
ments, we use the words czar Of
governor, douma or legislature, ulcase
or atatut. cossack or policeman, tha
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In the regular column of this is-
sue appears the formal announcement
ai Mr. Maurice M akIntyre for the
democratic nomination for city clerk.
Mr. McIutyre was born in Paducah
2R years ago and has lived here ever
otice; he is quite popular and says
there is not a single man in this city
!;iat• he cannot go and ask him for
hi' vole—he is on good terms with
everybody.
NIcIntyre has been trained in
•f,lerical work and is an expert ac-
countant, being quite familiar with
records and figures. For three years
lie had charge of the books of the
Faducali Gas company and has held
other positions of trust, lie is well
eauipped for discharging the duties
of the office he seeks.
This is his .maiden palitical race
and the active canvass that he is
snaking indicates that he a veteran
in the - art of mixing with the people.
Having always been a democrat, his
candidacy is subject to the demo-
cratic primary of May
MR. CLARK ANNOUNCES.
For the Office of City Jailer At Corn-
ing Primary.
air. Mann W. Clark, the police
commissioner. makes 'his annonnce-
ment in the regular column of this
issue, for -the nomination for city
jailer of Paducah.
Mr. Clark has always stood atone
of Paducah's foremast and progres-
sive citizens who stands high in eves,
cifcle and has a strong and influen-
tial following. Many. years of his
life has been devoted to serving the
. public, as for a long while was the
courageous and fearless representative
of the First ward in the council where:
he quit with an excellent record be-
hind 'him. always stood for every-
I thing that would advance this city's
interests, and was the father of many
measures that redounded to credit of
himself and constituents.
; For aeveral years past he has been
serving as a police and fire commis-
sioner, and the high standard of that
body is due much to his participation
in the administration. He is a busi-
I ness man of sound judgment, genie
and popular with all, and is making
a strong race for the position.
Mr. Clark has always been a streng
democrat, as evidenced by the fact
that for years he has 'been his precinct
member on the city democratic com-
mittee. .His work for the party has
• -1.-opys proven telling, and he now
'Jae people to 'favor him with• to.
Nte.• • r:•1•11
•• Sc
c' • ..:1; .
like the other.. is
, ,•
As a Candidate for Position of
City Jailer.for
Mr R. M. Wailth) Xit'ae•, tin
prominent leatherworker conneened FAST TRAIN BETWEEN NEW
with the harness making departnarnt YORK AND CHICAGOof Micheal brothers establishment, in LEAVES
this issue makes formal announcement
of his candidacy for the dernoertic
nomination for city jailer.
Mr. Miles is one of Paducah's fin-
est gentlemen, has art upright and
honorable reputation, and is regarded
as one of the most reliable men of
this city. He moved here many years
lago from Louisville and from the day
he got here he has been one of the
most active and out-spoken demo-
crats. to be found anywhere.
Mr. Miles is an honored veteran of
the Confederate cause, being at present
second lieutenant of the jamas T
Watbert camp of Confederate veter-
an{ while he is also vice president
of the Leatherworker§ Union ,,t• this
!city. and is that body's delegate to
Central Labor body. He is an an
round good man, stands well in every
part of the city, and promises the
people a clean and satisfactory ad-
ministration if he is chosen to be
the city jailer.
He has strong support and having
been a democrat since attaining his
majority, he submits his candidacy
subject to action of the democratic
primary. May 2.
Mr'. Davis Accepts.
To the editor of Tile Register
Replying to the call made on me
through the cohonns of your paper
several days ago, and at the pereassal
I requeit of numerous friends to maliethe race of many, I beg leave to say
that after careful consideration, I
have concluded to become a candi-
dafh,t before dye demoertic primary,
and if elected will serve the people




To the editor of The Register:
In addition to the call through your
columns numerous friends and citi-
zens of Paducah 'have solicited me to
I become a candidate for mayor of the
cify of Paducah, and feeling deeply
impressed with the honor conferred,
and knowing that every citizen owes
his community a certain duty,_ if I
can be of service to the people, it
will be my greatest desire. Should
receive the nomination for mayor,
II want to assure the citizens of Padu-
cah, all and all alike, that my con-
stant aim will be for the good of
Paducah, its progress and its future.
Thanking you and placing my name
before ta• ann., rieonle fl,;* nlace
as a candidate for mayor, subject to
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14 MISSINg
Coaches Roll Down High Embank -
ment—Road Hampers Effort
to Get MUMS.
Ji.hnsto kk II. Pa.. Feb. a3.—T1H.
Pknosylyania Special, the fast eigh •
teen hour train on the Penasylirani.e
railroad between New York and Chi-
cago, was wrecked at Black Diamond,
Pa., seven miles east of Jobnatoon.
shortly after midnight.
From forty to fifty persons %ere
initired and fourteen reported n-
missing.
Many pronfinent Chicagoans wer,
on the train, all of whom were sc-i
ously injured.
At Fall Speed.
The train was running about flits,
miles an hour and was thirty-five
minutes late. When rounding a sharp
curve at Black Diamond the whole-
train swayed. The engine and smok-
ing car remained on the tracks, but
the Pullman coaches left film rails aid'
plunged over a 6o-foot embankment.
All attempts to obtain information
from the railroad officials were met
with rebuffs at every hand, and at
an early hour today while it was
reported That fifty-four passengers
were on the train when' it left Al-
toona, only forty were mid to hove
been accounted for.
It is believed that the missing are-
dead in the wreckage in The river,
into which the train plunged •over an
embankment near the scene of the
Johnstown flood. At an early hour,
this morning this city was practicalla
beafeged by newspaper men on their
way to the wreck. Trains were not
running and to reach the scene it -w+s
necessary to take a to-mile journey
of four or more hours around
mcentains. From the scene it vitaisi
!earned by telephone the train 'was,
late going wdet. The engineer efitigl
trying to make' up lctst tin*.
ors
PHILOSOPHIC POINTS.
The only way to 'make the aver-
age man. appreciatn anything in: to
take it away from him.
No man ever climbed very high
he feared the long tumble down
after he once got sip.
Many a man has managed to sue
ceed in this world- despite the adttier
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$25
30. $35, $40 and $45 Pu,
oats of Rare Skins and
beautifully made that sold
or $40 to Sioo.00 are be-
offered to the Padu-




For a Sici.00 Mixed Coat




Its a matter of you being wise, and doing or
youroelves something that will increase the size
of your purse if you invest. And also give you
a sensible wrap for the remainder of this sea-
son and fee the next one to come. This article
also pertains to those who need furs. The prices
are so low on them now that when you go to
buy a pece of fur next season you will by aside
the idea altogether, due to the fact that this late
season's prices have so spoiled you that you
would neve; be willing to pay the regular prices
next season. We are selling furs at enormous
reductions and will do so all this week. Tae
sale is still in progess and will be all through
the entire week.
11 1111 P
WOMAN Rs...-. DEAD IN
DITCH WICH BRUISES
ON HEAD.
For lorg full made mix-
MAY ui hale IN
MURi CAR
tore
$12.00 to Sa7.5o all dur-
ing our final winter sale
that is now in progress
it our store.
$5.00
•For a Panama Shirt that
sells the world over.
for , S10
16.50 aBtuyosurtorsaYeoua 3 c purti Coat,
50c
or a good Fur Neck piece at
store during our cleaning




For a good Cloth Suit at our




or a good warm coat for a child that sold for Secures for
Soo° $6.00
50 to $7.o all this week at our store.
$2.75
you a Panama Skirt that sold for
and $7.so, also some good mixtures





FESSOR L. W. FEE.Za)R BY NOT ACTING ON THE MAT..
KES CHARGE TO140R- TER COu a LE IS If GO
ROW MORNING. OVER TO JUNE.
sor George F. Miller Resignea
Today Leaves for An-
other City.
essor George F. Miller, aesist-
•ncipal of the Paducah high
yesterday lettered his rcsigna-
President Anthony List, and
"ng Professor I.. W. Feczor
comity was chosen as his•suc-
, % assume his duties tomor-
essor Miller has been the as-
in the high school for some
- and was a bright and bard
g young man, but receiving
elsewhere, tendered his resit:
and departs today for his .nests
ssor Feezor is an excellent
r tath quite a record for hien-
d comes as an experienced
well known to Padocahans.
umber of years he has been
d with the educational in-
s of the rural districts. and
years ago made ,a creditable
superintendent of the county
receiving a flattering' vot•
ornmitte on course of study,
Peter J. Beckenbach, chair-
et last evening at President
tore, and they selected Mr.
whose employment will be













or Sale only ot,
CON'S
LIG STORE
Judge Lightfoot Wants Old Road
Debt Paid Off Before Anything
Additiona! Is Done.
The question of issuing bond.: for
jtoo,000 to build new gravel roads
through 'the county districts did not
come up before the fiscal court during
yesterday's session, the makris '"e
leaving this proposition over until the
June term of that tribunal. County
Attorney Barkley was not called on
for his opinion in the matter, an
although the idea was only talked of
lout of session, the prevailing senti-
I went was to have it up during June.
I In speaking to the court about
1
roads Judge Lightfoot informed the
magistrates that there lapsed over to
be paid off this year an oveehanging
debt of $25,000 contracted in building
highways during 1906. He expressed
a desire to see the magistrates, when
they fixed their apportionment and
tax levy during June, to provide that
the amount of money which ordinarily
would be appropriated to road work
be devoted to paying off this deficit
of $25,00o in this department so it
could be gotten rid of. Then the road
work can be provided for out of the
atoo,000 expected to be voted, but if
the people do not authorize bond?
to this amount no new roads can be
built without contracting additional
indebtedness, but enough money
would be on hand to maintain the
present graveled pikes.
Although the deficit stands now the
county has some fine and appreciated
roads to show for the expenditure.
MOVE THIS WEEK.
Pcur Farm Inmates Will Be Trans.
(erred to New Place Next Friday.
..-...---,
Manager William Thompson of the
county poor farm has set next Friday
as the day to Move into the new build-
ings in the Lone Oak section of the
'
county, thereby vacating the old
quarters on West Tennessee strek
where the pauper inmates are now
being cared for.
Yesterday there was installed at the
new place a big bake-over weighing
1,600 pounds,to be used for cooking
purposes. Gradually the balance of
oT the equipment is being instalied.
The busier a man is thq more time
he has in which to attena to some-neueriztruarsw; renrul. 'Ann
thing you want done.
$5.00
- .4 • mil -
~earns.*** sit • •••••••••1
• C
• NEWS IN BRIEF. •
• 0
••••••••••••••• Ws** •••••••
-The illness of Mr. /F: Rehkopf
,continues precarious, no improvement
being shown.
The city board of supervisors did
not finish yesterday as expected, but
will do so tomorrow.
-Information from Frankfort, Ky.,
is that Mr. Harry Tandy continues
I to improve in his rooms at the Car i-
'tat hotel where he has been confined
for Several weeks with heart trouble.
-The nine-months-old eon of Mr.
: and Mrs. Gordon W. Emery of 225
Jarrett street died of pneumonia yes-
terday at noon and will be buried this
morning at ii o'clock at the Oakland
i
cemetery in the county.•
-Charles, the 6-months-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davis, of ato
Ashbrook avenue, died of pneumonia
yesterday and will be buried today at
Oak Grove.
-The democratic committee for the
First railroad commissioner's district,
meets next Saturday at Henderson to
decide on the time and place for se-
lecting the party candidate for rail-
road commissioner Paducah is in
the first district. The candidates are
Mac D. Ferguson, the incumbent,
Hoh. George Landram of Smithland
and BunkGardner of Mayfield.
BIG COMET MAY
HIT THE EARTH.
Dangerous to the World, Says Emi-
nent Observer at Vesuvius.
London, Feb. 23.-The Daily Mail
publishes a Rome dispatch which re-
ports Professor Matteireci of the Ve-
suvius Oberrvatory, as declaring that
towards the end of March the sub-
stance of the new comet, discovered
by afarchette, will come in contact
with the earth's atmosphere, with
consequences probably dangerous to
the world.
The professor is of the opinion that
danger will be brief, but it may
he acute. If the earth comes in col-
talon with the comet's tail, the
earth's atmosphere may possibly
cause ignition and life would be de-
stroyed.
coati that sold for ' doy Says He Saw Man and Woman
Fighting Near WheTo Body
Was Found.
U.
• I:twenties, led act) 23.-What ap
peors to' bave been a murder deed
oped at triton torierelwith )he Knot.sof the body of Mrs. Phoebe Toole e
the city 'ditch just below awl to 'he
right of Oe foot bridge on the filif
street Ned. The body was discoy,
cod, by three boys, Arch'e DMA
Iterace gad Ralph Cochran, 'Au
glad :been trappier an the woods Reif
the flitch. As the boys were crossine
ti e• foot bridge, they saw the baca
and head of the woman sticking' out
of the mud and water and nnticed the
hair held, in plaee by side combs
They reported rip eir find to oaptair
Kreee,' alto with 'Undertaicer Gard-
per, a.atathe body taken to Gardner's
morgee.
The woman wore a black Calico
i'dress -awl white etscinator. which
were sialer-soaked *ad the body was
partially frozen. The towel 'two-
thirds of the body was in the water
of the afittli and was lying' face down-
ward. The hands had writ:toed un
mud, indicating that the woman had
tried to creel out of the ditch'
Aboet an hour after the body wes
found it was identified as that of
Mr). Took by her brother, James
Johnsop, a cement worker. The wo-
rms's lips and nose and the back of
her head show large brasses as if
she had been struck a number of
times snit information in the hoods
of the autholaties may develop a mur
der case. Dr. Norman E. Beckes
coroner. held an inquest this after-
neon and had several witnesses be-
fore him. The woman's husband.
Tom Took, forMerly a city slop
dr;ver, but now a coal heaver at the
r.mpire Paper mills, arrived at the
morgue after t o'clock and went
when he saw the corpse. He was de-
tained by the police and prosecutor
and efforts will be made to learn
what he knows of his wife's death.
It is known to the pollee that the
Tooles frequently quar-eled aar
fruaht and no efforts will be spared
hy the coroner and other alithoritoo
to sift the matter to the bottom. Al-
tholigh the woman had not heim see-
since 3 taclock yestc.selay, her abscaee
had not been reported and the find-
ing of he body was site first intinta
tier. thot she was missing.
JOHNSON FOR 'FREE FARES
Cleveland Mayor Would Stoo Charg-
ing for Street Car Ride.
Cleveland. 0., Feb. 23 -Not odic-
fled with obtaining a 3-cent fare for
Cleveland, Mayor Johnson now says
that he is for free fare. Today he an-
nounced that while his slogan had
been 3-cent fare, he is unalterable/ as
favor of no fare at all. He says that
a street car system can be run on
this plan if the taxation laws are
so chanced that the expense of the
road can be met by the call
"I ad, pleased with the virtue, sic-
tory 3-Cent fare. has obtained." said
the mayor today, "merely beeaesc it
is a big step toward what is really
wanted-that is., free street cars
Eventually I hope to see them as free
to the passengers as the air they
breathe.
"I have fought for 3-cent fare be-
cause it is 2 cents near nothing that
is 5 cents. Street cars ought to be
as free as elevators. Fares used to
be collected on bridges and turnpikes
but such tolls have a mediaeval sound
now. A proper system of taxation
would yield sufficient funds to erser-
ate street car lines without burden to
the people.
'With free cars the workingman
conk? choose his home where he
would. Congested districts would dis-
appear and the conductor would not
have to spend his time dodging
through the car. All he would have
to do would be to stand at the rear,
help the ladies up and down the steps.
"I operated a free system once.
That was in Tohnstown, Pa.. after the
flood.. We had to run free because
no one had money. But people did
not ride unless they needed to ride.
There was no wonderful crush after
something for nothing."
•=•••
Love is a sort of fever, and mar-




AUDIENCE REFUSES TO LEAVE
THEATER IN SPITE
OF FIRE.
Sat in Blinding Smoke and Foieed
Ac.ors to Sing
and Dance.
Cleveland, 0., Feb. 23.-Memhers
of a company playing at the Empire
theaor were forced yesterday to sing
*bile the place was on lire and the
auditorium was filled with smoke. The
audience refused to move. Although
the cry of flre was raised, the spec-
tators refused to be panic-stricken
and would not budge from theis
oasts.
Announcement was made from the
stage that the place was atire, and
it was suggested that the audience
should retire in order. The people
would not go out, and when the
smoke became so thick, that the stage
could not be seen from the last ten
rows the holders of semi there moved
up.
The chorus and the actors went
through their lines red-eyed and
weeping from the smoke. Joke 
cracked at the expense ef the "Fire"
and the entire program Was given
Cross electric wires started the blaze
in the fan-room and damage to
the extent of Sissoo was done.
The fire burned for half an hour, toed
above the singing of the chorus could
be heard the blows of the firemen. -
Full reports of the Thaw trial will
appear in the Sunday Chicago Ameri-
can, Post-Dispatch and St. Louis
Republic. For sale by Newsboys and
dealers in all parts of the city.
TAGGART SAVES HIS
GAMBLING TOOLS.
Destruction of French Lick Apparatus
Prevented by State Legislature.
-
Indianapolis. Ind., nib. 23.-The
senate this afternoon killed Hanna
House bill authorizing sheriffs to I :c-
stroy before trial gambling apparatue
which they seized in raide on g4nr.-
Wing places. This bill was introduced
to permit the sheriff ot Orange Coun-
ty to destroy the costly and elaborate
gazubling outfit wbich be seized last
Stinuner when he raided the Mond?
Lick ard West Baden gambling re-
sorts and which he has 'had in storage
in Paoli ever since.
Opposition to the bill was based
on the assertion that it would be un-
constitutional in that it would per-
mit a destruction of property without
giving the owner a day in court.
Apparently Thomas Taggart lug
won out in the legislature in his effort
to save the valuable gambling appar-
atus that was torn from his ltoturious
casino at French Lick. However the
state has not yet given up the fight.
Redoubled efforts will be made to
bring about the gambeIrs' convidlion
which will carry with it the deetruc-
tion of the tools.
LABOR FIGHTS BILL FOR
PRESIDENTAL COMMISSION
Opposes Leaving Difficulties to Seven
Appointed Arbiters.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 23 -The
judiciary committee of the house
which steadfastly refuses to report
out any kind of an anti-inauriction bill
that labor wants, today reported a
measure directly antagonistic to labor.
This bill proposes that in all labor
controvenaes of any character where-
in intereta••• com-re--..: or the trans-
mission or tai's she.' mvolved, the
president snail appoim a commission
of seven members to investigate and
report. Under the pending act this
commission will have all the points
Of the interstate commerce commis-
sion and the power to summon wit-
nesses, call for books, etc. Organized
labor is opposed to the bill.
HOSE CUT; PAYS FIRE LOSS.
.••111.01••
New York Central to Maks Good
Damage Caused by Train.
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 23.-The Phoe-
nix Fire Insurance company has been
given a judgment in the supreme
cowl for St5 t59 against the New
York Central Railroad company. The
suit was the outgrowth of the burn-
ing of the New York Car Wheel
works in opt. Lt was alleged thats
after the flames had been gotten un-
der control a train severed several
lines of hose, giving the fire such an





, d n iunce the
..1; <.:ed fo mayo.
exio, atic Primary to
ureday, ally 2. 1907.
ntl.orized lo a flounce • the
R. tele • sayoe.
C • oar), to
s•day, May 2, 1907.
Clerk.
We ire aiithorized to announce
City Henry Balky as a candi-
date for re-eketion to the office of
cii cler sithOot to the "ernecoatie
Primary to bc held Thursday, May
1907.
We are authorized to 'rano:Ince
Mate-ice M. McIntyre as a candidate
air c C'erk taby,s.et- PO the Demo-
cratic P hoary to be held Thursday.
May 2• 1907.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasuser, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2. 1907.
City Asseaeor.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primacy
to be held Thursday, May
City Jailer.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri:
mary to be held Thursday. May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to anuounce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
'city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to bc held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Ifyrnarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May z.
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
:nary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of R. N. Mlles for city
jziler, subject to the Democratic Pri




Island of Saehalien Is So Completely
Japanned That It Might Have
Been Ceded,
St. P ee-aeos. Feb. 21-Russians
from Saghali a and from the Mari-
time Prosinee (lettere that Japanese
imea -ear - lore already aeatce pr
Ruoi • • roes:.
asazhatien." says Dr. Speransky.
oho has jure arrived in St. Peters-
burg, "might just as well have ail
been ceded to the Japanese. This
north of the island has completely
fallen under Japanese domination.
"Wages have fallen. The Russian
officiate in the north of the Island
have sent their old servants to the
mainland and replaced them by Jap-
anese, who want practically no wages.
and who eat practically nothing.
"The Japanese are introducing Into
the Maritime Province all their ens-
toms. The Russian laneuage
bound to disappear. Nothing can
withstand the yellow men's fierce
energy. Everything, from geishas to
lucifer matches, will be Japartne4
within five years' time."
LIFT CORPSE WITH DERRICK.
Body of Belleville Contractor Weighs
527 Pounds.
Belleville, Ill., Feb. 23.-1: Vra.-1
neceesary to use a derrick in lower-
;ng tine' body of Michael Keeley, a
Belleville contractor, from the see•
ond story of his dwelling and into,
the grave at his burial today. Keeley
weighed 527 pounds and his coffin.
was forty-fine inches wide.
°Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
:Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
"I& KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM














Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
'THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since









cattsr it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second. tiee.:.•ed. and t:..-ismake an equal Ile declared the ntissional y In a st be is the whale -headed stork.The button holes, or stud tlisision. attesting to each heir the pew- able to use business judanuest an-1 Of all the places in the worlil-its
holes match. don :outing to them. executive skill to aesiee, is. owlet. San Franeisce-the other clay ,a manThird. Friedman. -Keiler & Co. were given slice.-- .n Is- work. booght three "gold bricks" for $35oNegligee shirts with buttons jr.41,eatent for Stkttaan Casper Jour, Whew 1.4: tools them to the molt ,h.-
are ironed perfectly and with-
y,. wed Oen). To pay off II:e debt LESSONS IN PAST told hitt they aloe of iron. gilds il.FOUND BY CLEVELAND Thste is a moventein in C.-Worn:athe court ordered t'lat the barroomout injury
1.1 male rubbery accompanied by
Fourth. eituipment of Jones h.. sold. and then
Chicago. Feb. ss.-"Linsik. Iskeswaril mainiiiia punishable with death. l'' -It 
irons either stiff or pleated :f :us! money Se left flier after the
Ned lason," was the test of Grover I is to pa. a atop to the operations ..







eyed yester- hat are called talc -ga. pipe men.
"hump" so often seen is miss- ofi, the surplus goes to sa;isfy 




AIN-an gifitenomassi is :a pre•tnt in-ins. debt  h se
lGeorge k. Brown as against t Washington memorial meeting
, 
vested in England in the manufactoreNo 
other like it in West Ken- ;ones. Jones was formerly in the sa• held lis the Union th•ague club. Mt. of motor wagons.. About 250.0V0 mentacky. 
Satisfy yourself by loon business at Third and Norton aewand athiftd making ta s udY of are embloyeal in them, or as cliauf-sending us your 
laundry. streets the police . but i• now on the men nho have been their natio:1'; sess„. sish a,„;Aheir wage,
Star Laundry Th.. court granted a new trial of pare to carry 'on the nation's work inkaders in the past. in order to pre- $73.00,,,,00 a
force. •
the suit where Sasso alimonr had been the future. The Royal Harem in Cabul.pistil Maggie !Saul* in her suit for Extravagance in living and in 11.... riiyal harem in the spaciousdivorce from Chad% - J. Davis. thonght was pointed out by the speak ground of the strongly fortified Kir-in the ease where G. 1). Palmer .ier as a danger to American intaitu- (spat flialace of C.abul is an absolute-fa:her of Gertrude Palmer. i• %nullity. tions %%Inch must be guarded against iy separate building. inclosed withalup the childh interest in her mother's. lie said that political organization*. its ohn nails, the entire expanse • :estate Master Commissittner Cecil arc prone to human w ntieakness a Hell is windowless tit all inks- •)(tell u as directed to invest in Fed- s'hould be watched by poblic-spirited aim purposes.oat, 3layfield. Paducah and other citizens u ho have their countrs's nth All wihslows lo the harem look on-
I'm
stock. those the comnrisitioner fare at heart. Oft its °an interior courtyard. luh. - belonging to the little girl. 
Mr. Clevaland nat 'introduced by
ti.:.centetyard there is a well-laid•in the suit of Mary E. Allison. ex- 
Judge Charles S. Cutting. president
garden, n ith a fountain toolecutrix of the estate of her late hus- 
oi the Union League club, and euery l'io:
one present in the hall rose to their'- trees in the center; there is al.., in sband. D. C. Allison, told which ac- a stream of clear. running %sates. :- 'feet in greeting ;is the ex-president
tic" it for OttrOose tcf winding up stepped onto the stage. During his there are singing bird* in cages, sus,the dead man's estate. the master , address he was frequently interrupted a cat may be seem here and thsr-
commilaienser reported that hire A:li- by applouse. i basking in the sunlight, but us flosson had turned over to him $4.558.87 : SSli we find that the old sjantIarelS ;s atlowed to enter the precincts
she follected hie the e•tite. The 1 of sturdy American honestly have Many of the Afghan uu • line,. a-,
commissioner was ordered to pay becn neakened by a sordid atmos• %cry beantifill. with dark, liquid ....
$thioo to Mrs. Allison for her tier- ghere: that our people are hardly Aid dark hair. Dark hair i- sii into:,
St. Louis and Tennessee River Push- started hy crimes in high place, andsiees and seueral other acconnis. that admired among them thaf.if a st-.
et company-the cheapest aAd bee
C. hands, .s, te,.. iteet should recall Washington's admom-
would leave $3.19.4.37 balance in the betrayal s tef .trust everywhere. WC I:1 41i 'Adyietairt. is not naturally .lark
. sszcnrsion out of Paducah. it. c.Allison left unpaid at death lion that harmony. indnstry and fen- Their supreme characterisiic i
atinionted to $3.467.Oft, Oh commis- scathe arc essential pillars of public jealousy of each other, in spit • of
. shiner was ordered to pay felhitv." iaiil Mr. Cleveland . the fact that they live with each
full out of the balance in his hands.
of them in
'The Women of Chile.
-  -...
wlicr as a inure or less friendly coin -
S8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retur, with exceptioa of tin -urns due C. ().Saixon. W. S. Alassic and The Mt-s- their alai they are very passionek. ac- own. and in a social gatheringThe women possess a beauty of alai very susceptible to enieat.aBat they are intelligent. ittiliot,a-. ugt r Publishing company. The  .
coma% of thew parties arc held up. 
at the Chilean capital one mill scc as ta:;-. particularly cleanly. and sloes
w°Inen• as well- sae remarkably fond of their ,ritilAdminristor Felix Rudolph oi the "millY 
eliarniurg
1.7atlierine nes,ig cIate iiied a re_ dressed and possessing the most per-
;tort shun ing the estate s.a.e.! C 
(teen.
i in- 
ice manners. .:t4 in any city of its The queen personally supetintend•
tractor )ridge- tlao.21 for 
 in the ii says a writer in the her own wardrobe and the %% anthills.
It le a trip of pleasure, comfgl,
and rest; good service, good tab) strict work (lone iti from of the prop- 
National Magazine for February. . of her children, and she also frc
• 
Possibly one secret of their attract- quently makes her children's dresse:
good roams, etc. Boats leave each (Any she owned. 
lWednesday and Saturday at 5 P. as In the action where Felix G Re- 
idless. anti that of the children. is %soh her 4 PV1 it hands. The ' I•th.
dolph as administrator is 
winiiiint, lir, that they seem to he physically. ladies of the harem 'hare herFor other information a,pply to Jas string, and rejoice in that best of in this direction.Koger, superintendent; Frank L the estate of the late Mrs. Wilsoo bh.ssings. radiant good health. andThompson. Ogi!vte & campany svii 
All the ladies of the liar. iii at',
re given judgment for $181.65 
ile the Chilean Is of Latin stock, z . zonto oil cooking and spend a certaii;
Brown. agent
th  against Mn. Thompsim's 'daughter. 
e women have nothing of the friv- amount • if time in preparing varioti•
Mrs. Ilertie Wilbor. it being money 
o 
jar. 
li,ty and heartlessness of tIL Paris- eeshes. They are also load of em
z!a- owed on account. This was ord• 
Society. both in the upper and broidery. and they are now 2:-Excursion Rates on 'red paid, and then. 
a:er ti 
lower ranks, is permeated by a gen- quainted with the craft of knitting.
(alter indebtedness againfitthe"etstiali te g
eine respect for woman which makes Perhaps their chief amusement is t'ne
remainder of the money be disteibto- 
.hc 
itself felt everywhere. . telliIng of stories--always a iaviritche Rivet :nd heirs, the court directed thas the 1,,Ctlni the he 
aiectacle of the
)l streteti. theat theater. in
s 
diversion with oriental women.- -
'T 
Mrs. Kate Daly in the Lontlius Ex-Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND (A! between the heirs, it amounting loud-united, flirting young woman is
RET'URN Continuous Passage, $4.00;o tr• only a few do allar, each. 
du 
press.
Unlimitfed' Ticket Soo, meals • and Master. Commissioner Cecil Reed 
bsolutely missing. and the public
filed report; showing he 
had 
sold 
cocrt of the women of all classes
berth included. it above reproach: Oqtrages against
tr.ritertY in the f°"wing "it's and women and aids, losch as sTiock thelie was alien allowed the mentioned
1.1n1s; Bank of Hare' vs. W. It. Smith.ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
$62.65; Kate AValbert vs. F.Iward
of five or over, x.5isi each, without Walbert, $17.60; Titsworth vs. Tits-.
worth, $49.39. , .•meals; $2.00 with meals. ,
p••••••••••• •.••=0.10
LOSTED.
i feel so far from anywheres!
Pertaps my family
Iras got so many other cares
They've all forgotten me.
I s'pose start-c to sk'un san' bone
If I stay boated here alone.
My little -dog, -he founded me.
An' wagged his tail an whined,
ihnit he can't lead me 'home, for he
Is taught to walk behind.
And so I'm crying yet, becuz
I'm just as losted as I was.




NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS CHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOO;?A




Fug. AMuurfr ur POLICY
MRS. MAGGIE OVERSTREET COMPELS ANCIENT ORDER OF
UNITED WORKMEN TO PAY HER ,i,soo-COMMISISffpNER
DIRECTED TO PAY SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS DEBTS
LEFT BY LATE H. C. ALLISON-CASPER JONES' SALOON
OUTFIT ORDERED SOLD TO PAY DEBTS OUTSTANDING-
ESTATE OF MRS. WILSON THOMPSON WOUISID UP BY
THE COURT-JUDGE LODGES HIS LAST ORDER WITHIN
NEXT DAY OR TWO.
In the eireuit court yesterday
Judge Reed gave Mrs. Maggie Over-
street judgment for $1,500 against the
Grand. Lodge of the Ancient order of
United Workmen, $500 to be paid
March 4 to her. $500 on June 4. awl
4esoo on September 4. Mts. Over-
street is the widow of the late Wil-
liam Overstreet. During life her bus-
itantl took out the policy in the
Workmen, and Overstreet afterwards
engaged in the saloon business. The
order claims(' that business disquali-
fled him from longer holding the
policy, lie died and his widow then
trouglo suit for collection of the
policy, payment of which was refused
W. Armour Gardner was given
judgment for $213.15 against Mrs.
.j,.se Ware, and mortgaged property
in the county ordered sold to satisfy
the indebtedness.
In the litigation of W. B. Flournoy
against J. E. Flournoy to settle up
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
'Whit is said to be the greatest drug
store in the world exists in Moscow,
hawt is 203 years old. Since 1893 it has
been ite the family of the present pro-
prietor.. It is -a building of imposing Judge Reed- has virtually brought
hi,. civil term of court to a close, anti-dimensions, with many- departments,'
hurnied the circuit clerk yesterdayincluding one for the professional cdu
.1 te ,tafT, which utort.sss i that he would not be back at the
700 p.•r;on‘. shoat court house any In, ae 11c;; r
.„2, /rmr• c7iD, -41y. Imo would 'cave ii ;osS: one!! •hs
INTERESTING ITEMS.1 day or two so he could file as of
ihi session several orders he has yet
The London death rate is now near-to make. One week from tumor-
, ly 30 per cent louver than it was attow he goes out to Benton to hom
the coming into operation of the pub-criminal and civil court there, he be- 
tic health act in 1891. In that yearai allowed four weeks for the Mar- •, tne death rate was 17.1; in 1905 it %VA:.
A1411 county branch, but genera ly i5.1 a thousand.winds ttp in tan days. The fi•s. Melody Choir, as lie called himself,.1.i) in April he opens his three weeks' his real name be:ng Melchoir, died in•rininal session here. Seattle recently, a bachelor, and left
St5o,000, all of which is to be expend-
"UNDERSELL SATAN" IS ed, according to a 145-page ii ill be
ADVICE OF MISSIONARY. left, in the erection of a mausoleum.
"How are you getting along with
Dr. W. T. Grenf- ell Tells Students your new motor car?" asked the visit-
How It Was Done in Labrador. or. "First rate," replied Mrs. Gold-
rocks, with enthusiasm. "We're get-
Chicago, Feb. 23.-"If you would ting to be regular autocrats."-Mil-
defeat Satan you must undersell him waumce Sentinel.
and drive him out of business, " de- "My dear," said Newcil, sniffing
elated Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell in an suspiciously, 'these eggs are not
address to the students of the North- fresh." "You must be mistaken, dear-
western University yesterday. D. est." replied Mrs. Nested. "The
Grenfeil, who is as a missiollarY grocer's boy brought them this morn-among the fisher folk of Labrador for. sighs_csicago Daily News.
fifteen years, explained how this plan Should a bill now before the Cali-had suaceeded is I en directed against fornia kgislature pass. it will be uti-
the traders who preyel on the natives lawful for any California hunter toand schooled them in vice. The mis- IkiH more thaii thirty-five hild ducksthe estate of the late Mrs. -ratic sionaries, iii aedition to founding iii any omme ,et3..Fl. urtioy the court selected kichardihost,itats. openhl store), and hy sell- the many curious and un-M Thoina- F. Boswell and Mg products at reduced loxes 1e- usual animal:, which hove been found(-twisty Surveyor E B. Wren as a muted the natives form the evil in- by Sir Harry Johnston, the Africa'scommittee to view the land of the flue-ace in the stores of the traders- texplorcr, in the Uhl-a:WA Protectotate
Sued for Damages.
Cohmsbus Greer wants $2,000 dam-
ages from the Illinois Central rail-
road, filing suit to this effect yester-
itay in the. circuit court. January- tR,
1907 he was' employed at the turn-
table in the shop yards here and re-
ceived a severe electrical shock.
which he claims shattered his physi-
c..1 ComEtion to the extent he cannot
w nrk noe more.
Sensibilities of .decent people -iii çhi-
cago. New York and other American
cit;es, are unheard of 'in Chile. In
the forenoon the streets of Santiago
are filled with women, who wear the
"manta," the Spanish wrap which
conceals -all the person except the
face. This picturesque garment is
passing front popularity in Peru, but
it still holds sway in Chile. Yet, on
lcstive occasions, Chilean maids and
matrons make themselves attractive
sv'th the best Parisian styles. which
thee know how to wear in a modest
iind womanly manner.
Nell-"lle's always said that nd
two people, on earth flank alike."
Nell-"lie has elianged
his mind since looking over thil pres-
tots: his wedding called
I (mite Companion '
aligr
Catcher Who Never Wore a Glove.
"Can you imagine such a thing
nowadays. as a catcher flinging aside
Ida glove and catching fast pitching
w1th no protection to his hands at
aIl?" asked "Cap" Anson. "That is
exactly what 'Silver' Flint, my old
catcher. did in the early eighties.
"Flint's hands were a sight to be-
hold. At` Independence .he had
caught 'the only Nolan,' never using
a glove, and his lngers were like the
gnarled and knotted branches of a4
crab oak. Rheumatisnli in its worst
stages never gave a person such a
pair of hands. How he caught the
ball at all I can't understand.
"One winter I had -made at Spald-
ing's a buckskin mitt, and after much
pciluasion induced Flint to try it.
"Rah way through the last inning
'11:: flung it aside. •
"'No good, Cap,' be said. 'These




The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every cane sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
treat semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subecribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beaatiful girls. One
wears a black picture bat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. P
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
Sprung Girl" No. II. or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty dowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pie
tare representing "The Winter Girl."
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black- To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
.o take them from the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough -to gesce
the walls of a milificuiraire:s 11111111e.
There is nothing cheap or anoady
looking about them. They can not be
duplicated in the retail stores ior less
than so cents, rhe best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to WA
that if you are not thoroughly. satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for jour subscriptiOn Rod
pay the postage for returning the pit- #
tare So theta.
If you are already a subscriber tot'
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEER RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America. "
Remember that you get both theme
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only Si,
Remit by postoffice or expressii0
money order, registered letter or bask
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. AL-
dress all orders to the St. Louis Re-
pub!ic, St. Louis, Mo.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Lite,,Liability, -,team Builer-
Camphell !flock.
bf nee i.h.Ine 3o0 Residence Phone 72ti
0••=111••••011•' 
Caron Directory Company Ir•
01 Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our pat rafts ease the citizens of Paducah. weP,ave placed caplet of the direc-torke o 1 the cities named below in the oarstry :Zegister office at 5s3 Breeder. y. where the public is invited to cal%nen 'laming the atictleus of any r esident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITIIIIT
STATICS.
List of Directories on File
ALLEMENY CITY. PA. MANITOU, COLO.
ATI ANT& GA. MEMPHIS, TENN.
BALTIMORE. MD. MILWAUKEE. WIS.
BOSTON, MASS. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. NASHVILLE, TENN.
BRONX, N. Y. NAUGATUCK, COM!.
BROO1FLYN. N. Y. NEWANK, N. J.
BUPPALO. N. Y. ALBANY, e. I e
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. 1iEri HAVEN. : 'N.
CINCINNATI. 0. NEW ORLEANS. LA.
CHICAGO, ILL. NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0. NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS, 0. NORWICH, CONN.coLoRApo CITY, COLO. PADUCAH. KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PH/LADE:LP/11A, PA.
COVINGTON, KY. RICHMOND, IND.
DAYTON, 0. RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER. COLO. SALT LAKE CITY. UTAK
DETROIT, MICR SAN FRAIIC, CALowrsuCT OP COLUMBIA. ST. PAUL, .
DULUTH. MINN. ST. LOUIS, MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN. SOUTHPORT, CONN,
INDIANAPOLIS, DID. SPRINGFIELD, 0.
rEFFERSONVILLIG, DID. STRATFORD, CONN.
KANSAS crrY, mai SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
KNOXVILLE. Timm TOLEDO, O.
LOS ANGELES, CAL UTICA. P. T.
LOUISVILLE, KY. WATERBURY. CONN,
MANNATTAN, N. Y. YONKERS, N. Y.
MANtlIESTER., VA,
COPIES OF PADUCAH DrPRCTORY FOR illogin








Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.

























declares there is, no such thing as
race suicide. Commenting on letters
by Sidney Webb to the London
limes, whining out the dangers of
the decreasing birth Tate, Mr. Bar-
clay says:
"The important (otraition at issue,
which Mr. Webb ignores, is not the
birth Tete. lint the rate at winch the
population is increasing and that
lielh lids as snitch on the deaths as on
the births. If Mr. Webb and the
'Fabian society had examined the sta-
ti•tics of deaths. as well as of births"
:n the registrar general's reports,
thy) would have found that while the
birth rate in fifteen European na-
tions culminated about 1876 and, with
the exception of Ruesea, subsequently
coatinuously declined, the death rate
began to fall off *bout the same
thee and has continued to do so al-
e ost as rapidly as the birth rate,
teith This result, that the two In-
mast of populatioo per i MO is now
about as great as it formerly was."
The writer, continuing. says that
"[ace suicide" is a mythical pheeten-
soon and that it is the law of 'Ja-
nne that races should increase from
below. From the superior fertility of
the poorer 'classy% it fellows that
proulation it renewed from below
Lust not front above.
It ia,oratifyisig to learn that there
;a i•intpensai :On for the "inythIcal
ehemitortion" or whatever it is. that
out president termed race suicide.
lt ...cuts a not unreawnah:e ts.stinip•
teal that the civihaartain which
beings a deertiosell birth rate, alori•
tailss. better care of health. peultinsa
fe and decreases .thit ilsostlt
tighttiter the one offsets this- other is
a matter for atatistician• to deter-
mine anal Mr. Bars:lay assume. to
P the fieurea.
The augaration that population Is
retrnited ttroin below is, smiting-
rately for mankInd. It might seer,
stroesaiteil by a stronger array of.
Eanres thait con be marshaled to sop-
rota any other Cif tte face' C011tka.
tielt116.
Artiacielity • ntet snore :.1111 /may
its, the live. of man
p•s.grraites. The piooessissa id *coney
for example. may deterwine whether
a baby bh;i:1 die Tweau,e parent%
voids, nos Imy ke for milk. or
Itether the child Altai be nurtured
a:tit food from which germs have
been eapellesi by the moat •cientifie
method.. 'While it is true to an ex
tam that plitn hying breeds bards
his-al among the poesier eaases and
hiatalea tuners-ate the more wenithy.
allio tree that the ocher elattees,
if they retdly wish. eau make of thee
property a very bulwark fen' theia'
Et: 'tit It is thi, thonett that Is at
the bottom of theetraggle tor wealth.
Mum itoleever, Ti sohittkmater of
his own d-.atiny that the very meansv-3&1 Pal EF tate. Western Ken- hy which he would alfe'r it itt one di-derregar ms Easy Montt iy Pay- rectian opir lies eitange it in the
ken•' Real Estate Journal and
Free to Evesrbody. Send
. Office Fraternity TitnIding.
W. WHITTEMORE. Padu- .
cal:. 'PCT.
Lots for Investment. Western aaa, cm, no
and death yet remain with us. These
ono ponder it least hove the greatest
ebenalance of both life and ecath. It
i, another mystery- that they seasalst
- Fe/rimy -re Courier.
0111111/111/1111111111111,1/111111111ale 11111111111111WIIIMMISA





interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention givento business intrusted to us.
G. w. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Deta Ph.ones, No. Soo.
•- -
•
rkm Izzits o 3. C. W. Becks.=.4%
u%r"` ..1"A-A-3:-..1%!‘ al,'I I/
her/our
t.tb. , 'icu; cv,OVEil!if.inS
•1:41. r•4•:-: 
\‘111;iiii -"••r
r-'4,st 1":'!..v•••••• nava Eas r. • •.-. ti see .e.atishre. •
O's  ••• tee
mean* of "getting even."
e was a paid-in-advance sub-
leer for three years, and he streck
e what he thought to he a very
idea for squaring things. Ac-
iogly be mailed the latest copy
the editor's publication to lane
• tke following:
Dtiar Sir:-1 nonce a rule sif
firs lit that when you receive any-
tee you do not oant, you return it
the .sender. This 1 believe hi be a
rid rule. Theteiote I will adopt it
•ca. I ant evading you under *ep-
ee cover the latest copy of your
per. In the futon: toe save trough-
me and others) you will greatly
'gc by cliatreng the address on
e paper to your own. 'Yours. etc."
A few days later the would-he
elior was somewhat surprised at re-
tying the identical paper he had re-
nnetl to the editor, with the fol.
wing note:
"Dear Sir -Yours of the ---
st at hand. After examining our
veks, we find you are a paid-in-ad-
nce subscriber. Therefore tile pa-
r is yours, not unto. And in ad-
Mg to the rule that you your:tell
y a good enc. we are compelled
return the paper to you. Trust-
this %vie be sat:Am-tory, ue beg
remain, Yours, etc."
This it the wool:I-be author pretty
d. but he was determined not to
Init441.1%•. S41 he again mailed the
per to the editor; eiso the f.eloa-
gt
'Dear Sir; -What yon say 14 tree
ralper !whinç.. to me. and
At I have a right to do as I
se With try own property: and
4,, not want it, end yon sod
it. you oil do me a gr c.st
by senriSna 'it to the biggest
you can find. l'erhteisir wii!
• • hare sense arsoottoll DT know and
• leers-chile it
iteepectfoily. etc"
He felt that this w.iald silence tit*
slow, but he was ini-takee.. fro
a later he attain receited the 'pa-
ea wetly the f 'Bovine!
-near Stra--Yrausa of the - Mot.
fs, 'veal, in reply we beg leeve tn
sae Ono it to w:th pleasure uc Coal




' certain would-be author sent ea
to an editor. A few daps later If we may believe an English
as returned to .him. This nettled oriter, President Roosevelt has grad'would-be author, so he cast about
lech with a powerful natural law in
taking arms against "race suicide."
Ii' an euticlo "Vile Nineteenth
It i- esissIity hard hi- tile ee•erator
• , feller and mother to sletermine tht
*niece of their children's istlierite4
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PROFESSOR CARNAGEY LEFT DRS. CHILDRESS AND REY-
.. YESTERDAY FOR NO- MOLDS GO TO LOUIS-
VILLE MEETING. ;BLESVILLE, IND.
Pefessior Mitchell, of Eardwell, Has McCracken County Medical SoCiety
Returned Home, While Ar- Meets With Dr. B. B. Grif-
kansaa Man Comes Today. 11th Tuesday Evening,
Professor J. A. Carnageya of
Notlesville, Ind., returned tome
yesterdaY after spiensEng two days
here in the, interest of his applica-
tion for the superintendency of the
Paducah pubhc schcofs. saw all
the trustees, had talks with them,
and made a tine impression, lie is a
men of about as years of age, weighs
ara pounds, but is well-proportioned
standing over six feet tall. Ile has
's- ad fifteen years' experience as su-
perintendent of schools In different
parts of the csiuntry, especially In-
diana, and had fine recommenda-
tions with him.
Professor Mitchell, oi Bardwell,
itourned home yesterday, he havina
came here ía the interest of Ifis ap•
plication for principal of the legh
estiool to succeed Mr. Payne.
Today a well known educator of
Arkansas will arrive to confer with
the truateco he being one of those
cut•Iders considered and whose ap-
plication is in the bunch of six being
investigated. He comes highly
raciontueuded also. Some time this
..ieek the other outsiders will be here
anal if 'SO this will place the board
mr pasaitian to elect the superintend-
sit at their next regular session. the
setiino s.f Tuesday. March ;.
Woman's Work ;tt
There are "some oddity... iii Chili
to:mei-teal tvith the sphere of woman
that deserve mention. One is the
is 'meet act as coneltutor• on the
se set care. Etcrywhere tho araocit-
ear meet's the woman conductor,
aionod with her bag and, ass Mark
Taain had it, "the Wow trip-slip for a
a cant fare," collecting the coin fully
as well as her marseldiue competitor
aud much more politely. In the shoe
tame, ail the -.Mermen" are girls
r women, and in the telegroph
offices in ely and country young wo-
men are invariably found as opera-
t. -a And they do their work well.
too. Rut to offset tlita. in a Chilian
Lied or bionling-hiettee and in many
re•ideircea, men do the,, work of Boa
chambermaid. Aniccicass lathes are
floeys shocked to timid that a man
se stall "takes care" rie the elyepialt
reoms in the hotels it:
Nlagezine.
The Part of True WIEGOTTI.
The freest government. if it could
exist, a ouid not be bug acceptable
if the tendency of the laws was to
cheste a rapid aecammulation of prop.
tree in a few hands. its the ohm::
0: thing's. those who l'ate caj 11..1.1•
erty and ',re their iielgebore pos
_stated of-notch more than the' thint
'ham ft's nael cannot he favoralee to
laws wade inT the ponection qf sue:'
pas p,rty. 1,Vlien this cia-s become;
numerous it grows clamorous. It
looks eon property a• Its prey and
phinder, and is nattotely ready at all
omes for Ouelence arid resole:jam. It
Dr. R. M. Childress and Pao R. G.
Rea wilds leave today for Louisville
to attend tile convention of the
southern section of the American
Orr logical -Rhinological -Larynyoiog-
;cal aasociatian, ,which convenes
there tomorrow. In common, every
day talk this organization is a body
composed of eye, car, nose and
throat specialists who will be in at-
tendance from all over the country,
many eminent authorities in this
branch of medical profession being
ti.ere to deliver lectures. The prob-
abilities are that several innidred
aoll be present. The Paducah sin:-
colista return Tuesday.
Medical Society,
The McCracken County Medical
society will hold its. weekly session
vsith Dr. 13. B. Griffith Tuesday even-
iresi at leis ufiice in the Trueheart
beilding on Broadway smear Sixth
street. The only paper .up bctorc the
poafessional men for the gathering
will be one on "Rickets" by Dr. E.
hi Earl, the house physician for the
Central railroad hospital tti
West Brieideay
OfeetibOttUteaste*****-Se*tettle
O THE AWAKENING •OF
• AMERICAN MOTHERS. *
*
el*********************0**40
It has litetned tu. many of us as
though evil, and evil only, could.
come to the general public from the
criminal trial now progresimg in
New York. But one good effect has
already resulted. The mothers have
become aroused as perhaps they have
never been before.
One girl of to, who begged her
mother for the morning paper, in
order that she might "read about the
Law veas naturally refused,
'end with shocked indignation.
I -But, mother," protested the girl,
a bright, high-minded, Ausually in-
rocent creature, "all the girls down
at scion)) are talking about it, and
Taw can I talk. with them if I tion't
'know the news?"
j The school was one of the most
lexclosive private institutions. The
family ie poesibly .the best-regulated
cme in America. Think of 'it!
I The mother saw that something de-
eisive must be said. and wildly cast
about in her mind for the proper
words, with a prayer In her heart- for
guidance.
"It was so horrible that I could not
read it all myself, my slaughter," she
said at laic "but I know the mein
riteation, and I will sketch it for
Thie was done in a few delicate
tied well chosen
"Now," she ashica, with all the
actions emphasits tha: she could com-
mand "1 realize as I never dial be-
;.4.e that young people should be
more fully informed in these mat-
It to."
She %sent on to warn the alma),
fOghtened girl against certain Melia-
' tle•114 and certain sittrationa, with
.pas'aest directioua for conduct.SENSELESS NOISE AND "i may she tomorrow.- sheDANGEROUS EXPLOSION ;'ides!, -but you must always
;it mind what 1 haie told you."Glorious T:ourth Hats Degenerated 1 here is no danger tftet Ore gitlInto Such a Reval. ail; ever forget those instruction..
On every side are retelationa t-It Mears. loth. 2:3--Ex-Ilre•fslefsi the etartiing lack of is isdom arnenteCriiver Cleveland 'ea< the ()mot' of noithere They teem to he a we':the day at the celebration of the an- intentioned t'as-but we ..ree'yeraary of the ',ink of Georee its so .wasefully ignorant! ; •Waaltingten which annually heist e kw years, a.. it were. ''i.'-under the auspices of the Union learned to .read. Es en .League du!) of this city, a fear abroad bi .the 1::,: 1
.hoeld know too much.
The consequance of tibia ignorenee
ties been that our sews anal a Or •!141:,111
ti r. have often stumbled aasl (elle
whin if we had only known how to
catinsel them they might have run
their race Sallantly and weU
1 et every mother see to 'is! in
Oa hotter her hand. 'shall h. e
soot in -this matte •. The tno• anoes
are the same for boys nod aitla
With frankiiess, yet delicacy. -hearty.
fortailiy, from time to tam,. as appor-
trinities. pi-ere:it tbenaselve• hat
i•a•Talitit,.. he impriosacal
ateng.
hlr. Cleveland reldresee.l. ardi-
seee that completely feled the greef
aattolitoristrn, and his oration was
reeled aith every manifestation CO
117,9entral. Ile dwelt les* upon the
ard achievements of Waahing
ton than upon the soentIncas of his
palitica) faith and the accuracy of Ida
(croft/ owe wisdom. The prosperity
asail glory of the country will be. AC-
V ding to the speaker. nubonnsiell
ned imperishable- if the precepts of
Vt azhing1(41 are actively recalled anal
at genera; Oise!). followed.
American* are, as a rule. Mr.
CI, velem4 deelltred, too prose to
taaa sight of the significance of the
proper, obs.•rv:uxr pi pubic Isobel:lye
Firarth of July, he naserterl has, Tao
eecgenerntol a.reeel of ent-elees
mese and ilaitgerOus eetplosion. which ;
hear* in its train. far more of mishap
aad acoialetit than lesions of good
eaiwnship or ;wide of totottry."
Th repuldie atilt has. he said. it's-
es,: atiee it•N it of Wasitiegton anal pis
sxempls, anal teachlree are as; impor-
tart to the present gerteration a4 his
islo-e and eeislance es-re tieceseary
;n hisi one time.
James Bryce's Qautlitias.






NI is York. Feb. ex-At the TUC,
of the Jockey club stewnrdo hied
this week. it was decided that the
la•-.ase applied for by those promot-
ing a rice Inseam!' to he tem in coa-
reetion with the Jamestown exposi-
om could not he granted. 17,.ulently
wae the belief of the elev.-zeds that
the proposed meeting- Was in the
!senate of a Side Allow to the expositioa
roher than an homiest and us
some effort to promote racing foruould acem, then, to be the part mi Bryce knows everybody ana iv - sport': Fake.!political is iedom to foiled :: govern- cryth hie." saiel Sir Henry Ce mpbel-
IInert on props:sty. but to eatablish Paimartnan recentlaa It is true; lia :
'such diafribution tif property, by the has ken the Most learned meet' ill '
.7-.W4 Which regulate its Iran mission Parliament since Lord Actotes &it'. Kentuckyand}licnation.. a• fa Mb-7:es: .the
great raajorito of eociety in the sup-
por: of tlie goternmente-Daniel
Webster.
Rnssians Without Faith.
Nation:.! I-It .csv. Londrus.
' itnnan life. in Russia has fallen sit
chlue because if is no longer attached
to anything more substantial than in-
terests that, change as pass away.
It Las no connection with the invis-
ihk, the immortal. The faith that
*X25 the ;ink between the two worlds
- gone, and that consciousness of
hieual reeponsileilty which consti-
tete, an importnut dement of
hernan dignity has rt.-wise faded.
fit lieu of ideas, therefore, men pur-
sue interests and operate with pas-
sions. Ifenec murder is an every-
day occurrence since the word as-
seesin has become synonymous with
hero. Eminent men o-ho have
served their countay and their coat
to the best of their•lIghts. as well as
locure policemen. soldiers, watch-
men. whose.. sense Of ditty Is in truth
redeeming feature in this sattnnalial
of blood and crime. pass one by one(
across the bitiodsleined iinardo of
tie; theater, to vanish suddenly ie the
gloom of eternity. Why? Cul bodo.
'T.he most arra-elite end most slis-
lieerteaing trait ill this panorama of
emotional fanaticism anal steady un-
thechieg courage is that see caii no-
sehere find that any great principle
:les away over ronte,sional and
1.ev,onal interests,
,%Viten your son idle. you cats at
least feel attoe "that Tie fa not tfa:og' • _
acicetliiito you'll ve „ c',.".1
ansl his porm!arity is uneversal _Tie-
rces that he was -to be anibxesador
took everybody by sureriee. but it
west not king before eviess .111• a.•-
c7euned the entiointmene Britain
could .affard no clearer token of ree-
egnition of America's place in the
;vrold-a plAce not always areqaate-
ly estimatt4 by Europe:us statesmen
-thrust sendiug her James Bryce to
be hi* majesty's representative rut
Wrishington. His experience of tile
forms and punctilio of diplomacy is
smell. but his grasp of the thine,
dip7omacy aims at is it-Oita-rot piral-
lel. And he is a great man, carry-
ing, superb list of honors front
neariy every civilized country; a
statesman . of cabinet rank. His
Achievements makeng.  a stirri reciod.
anal all of that record poiifts to she-
cerity, single-m;nded honesty atta; the
finest qualities of mind and heart.
He has a splendid dignity. a good,
sober presence and a shying salt ot
heanor.. America weicomcs that type
of man. If there are lsorels to be
lied its Washington. his • co.-etc:rc:.
ferries illeyce, will bring some of
Ahem back.
COMMITS SUICIDE pat :mine
WITH AN OPIATE NEEDLE --x• (-ea
.111itplierque. N. 'NI.. FR). ,s;--1l s
meaece supply of opiates exhausted.
Dr. SIcerweeel 11. lye% of New. York.
obet .Oecidentally shot. himself . at
Sitters:a:7 lue:1 tha
oaed• -' • -4 he 4,44 s
ere:- me foe the_ bullet Iteo a tete:
eras and died almoh hist snth. le,
:;:tc ttra. •
r•` 27d3:•
NO RACE SUICIDE HERE.
I nes' G:ves &tea
t Q.inte :a-s.
; .
its ;la K Feb. 23.--11ra
7alirowski. wife if Pete Z.:throw-ski. a
Polish miner. at Fork Ridge. gave
birth to five children, three girhs anal
two boys. All the children are be-
ing ind doing well.
Old Fashioned Dessert.
I. favorite. and eataiiy prepared
dessert is called junOet. Take for
tech quart of milk one junket or
rennet tablet, crush and dissolve it in
one tablespoonful of cold watt'-.
From the measured quart take four
tablespoonfuls, place in a saucepan
-.sills from two to Owe tablespoon -
flits of sugar, according to the
amount of sweetening desired.
Heat until a 4yrtip is formed then
adal the measured milk, draw back
and stir occasionally unol it is bare-
le wane. Take off immediately. Ade
one teaspoonful .if any desired fie -or
in and the dissolved tablet and
poor quickiy into cups or a dessert.
•
1.ct stand in a warm place midis.-
oubcd tootl set like jelly-this take;
from sen to twenty minutes--then
until very cold. - Selo e
wand segar.-New York
:•:-.ssip found in a e•:res-boilsr's
Illt ruins of Pompeii., alter beiee
s O•al ta‘ca years, still retained its
17,cac •. Sea's-" h. !wire mentioned
es the files., tool bar bean in ele
-yearae
DVEnTISE IN TuR RZG:STER













Practice in all the courts. of th
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build- -
tog 623 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, A1,0.





Rooms s and 6, Register Psuilihne
p3 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490; Old 547 R
SPECIALTIES:
















Room No. s. Paduca s
Columbia Bldg. Kentuck
Old Phone lego.
°Lim?, OLIVER & VIcGREGO:
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky.. rear Baru
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Roam 1,4, Fraternity building.
•
New Phone 574 Old Phone 484A
DR. W.'C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)













Riatiet.1 Prices Paid for Second-Hanc
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and tell everinegna
till-aso Court Swell' via Phone,
tall& ati
Clem Fran siola






ARE "ALL TALK" BUT THIS MORE IS
.1100.61111P -16•MMMON* .6c -.sow-Th constantly increasing trade of this store proves that people in one way or mother have got hold of some FACTS. Great stocks, big assortments,
reiliAble and stylish merchandise, economy and money savingTices are thethe reipas whi this hathtess is growing hlggdr,1nd better all the finTe".'Great purchases of Spring Goods are arriving andlifig markeclin& put on sale at prices to make it to you Interest in buy ev&ythjg here' We are





Entirely new models in
Spring Suits. To properly
SPRING DRESS GOODS.
The weaves, colors and effects that
will be in demand for spring.
They are here, a splendid variety
of all kinds of spring and summer fab-




These assortments of Laces, Ent-
.
trenderi. ea and Muslim Under Gar-
means are very large. You will find
MANY SMART STYLES IN WO-
MEN'S TAILORED SKIRTS.
Attractive models, correct and
nobby styles, that are the perfection
of the best man tailoring, and the
interestingly
STYLISH DAINTY NEW SHIRT
WAISTS.
All the brightness and beauty of
spring and summer time will be
found in these new Silk and new
SHOES FOR EVERY DAY AND
DRESSY OCCASIONS.
Midseason and springtime foot-
wear for all the faralb•-good, dc.
pendable makes in ths fashionabie
appreciate the real value and Smart Tailor Suitings in serge and
Panama weaves at vac, 50c, 75c andstyle you must see these sac a yard.
S limm
that our prices mean a real saving
or every yard and on every garment
b buyought Take our advice arid
low prices at which we
bare marked these new Skirts is
ample proof that we intend to main-• the same popular price policy
Lawn Waists. The prices are real
bargain "echoes" from the very best
Waist manufacturers in America.
You will do your purse and personstore's
shapes and leathers at the usual
price savings maintained by this
 great Shoe Department. Massy
make it to your interest to goods at 49c. 50C. 59C, 75c, 81c, 98c.
freely of these things now and don't that has made this the greatest Skirt an injustice if you fail to inspect of the new spring styles in both oboesbuy here. • and St.so aZ;1 35 yard. forget that we advised you to buy. department in Paducah. them, and low shoes are now her*.
Harbour's Department Store NORTH THIRD STREETHalf Square From Broadway
Choose Yout
uggist
WITH THE SAME INTELLI-
GENT CARE THAT YOU SE-
LECT' YOUR DOCTOR.
The ability arid integrity of the man
who prepares your medicine is just
as i.-nportant to you as the knowledge
and skill of the man who orders it.
Yen select your doctor because you
have confidence in his ability. Choose
your druggist for the same good rea-
son. The work of each depends for
its success on the work of the other.
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre-
pare your medicine.






• \I.,. York, Feb. 23_ -Evelyn
Thaw. with 'Li least one day more of
the Jerome thumbscrew ahead oi
lier, is reported to be in a state bor-
dering on collapse it the hotel She
-ant into. hysteria last night when
ste got home, spent and worn h)
Pistrict Attorney Jerome', attacks.
But her husban(l's lawyers say sbc
w:T! be her old *elf, • ,11 Monday
I - contrition is not rega;aa-.1 : seri
•Ju- by ph)sicians.
elbert ,ceineel ate; iever-
.4. so lOs mother sent for,ahe fam-
ily doctor. "Nos. my-little man."
toe doctor ;said pleasantly when be
felt Gilbert** trU ct me sce your
tiirgne." the tip of
tongue. " id the doe-
"Put leer out."
4*. Abe re shoe•ieehlf, and






a • • • • • • • • 4. • • • • 111
ANTED- Debvery boy at O. AI "
Tate grocers, fr40 Broadway, at once
FOR RENT-EIegant flats, Sev
'nth and Broadvray. Apply to B.
Scott.





1 lfrki TS! Lillie Cook. of Marion, Ky.,is sisiting Mrs Kigeon Miles of 420
For up;:u-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones.
WANTED-too of good dry
)ti for - •feeding purposes. Apply
t sld • 'Ferrell di-idlers-. 'phone
•••••••••••
South Sixths streets.
Dr. lir beet Spry arrived in time city
yesterday from the North, amd is at
The Palmer.
Miss Lillie Cikik Of Nfarion. Ky., is
visiting Mira. Liazie Cook of South
Siiith street.
Mr. J. F Hartli went to Nasbville
lasi tsigt on bosiness
7tliss, Katie Korrtz of Oweitabero
- none J...cksoo. Tenn., to visit
brother. M-. Kocatr. after
trag the Misers Larkin of South
Six:h atrect in this City.
Mr. Oscar Ii Jones of San Ber-
nadine), Cal., will arrive today to be
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. I'. E. Stutz
of Jefferson street. March 51e mar-
ries Mimi Katie Wichardson.
Mrs.. Robert Carroll and daughter
is; 'St. Louis arrive this week to 1:d-
iced the Richardson-Jones wedding.
Miss (ha Norman of Mayfield is
%.-;ting Mrs. Lawrence Albritton.
Mrs. 1.. A. Fiske has retwrjted from
%i-iting Mrs dt 1. Snfitlt of May-
field.
Mr. Monroe Nahce has returned
flora the west and taken a place as
fireman on the I C between Padu-
cah and Memphis.
Mr. Fayette Jones went to Virginia
!fight to visit relatives.
" • ED' -Good man in each
ci.unty 10 , represent and advertise
liardirare deparement. ;)::: out sam-
les, etc. Salary $21.00 weekly. Ex-
•ense money advanced. Dept. ,A--12.
lie Columbia House, 'Chicago.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARM.Y-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
kges of a8 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, wht/a can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Retruiting Officer. New
Richn:ond House, Padocall. Ey.
,
• ' Expert Accountant
Will post. examine. systematize and
-audit books by the day, week or the
.:ob. Terms JeazOnable.
JOTIN SMITIT, JR , tt8 Fra
itmi dins.
Miss Leona V. Sanders is visiting
fore from St. Louis.
a Dr. S. Z. Holland of Craliamville
was here yesterday en rotate to Smith.
land to wait on Mrs Thomas Davis,
who is sick
WOMEN ASK LAW TO
TAX BACHELORS TO 35.
THEN USE CHLOROFORM
St. Paul, Minn. Feb. ..t3.--Some
Nlinnesota women believe bachelors
should not only be taxed but. :u some
cr.ses chloroformed, r weuty-three
:iv:miters of Winnebago today scat
the following petition to the legisla-
tere:
-We. the uamarried S'0311t IC 4 the
yovn of U'intiebago, petition your
honorable body for a law lesjing a
tax on bachelors as follows: Frout
twenty to twenty-flee years. $5; from
twenty-five to thirty. $10; Irons thirty
to thirty-five, $15: from thirty-five to
fre.ty, chloroform in large doses,
bachelors are a barnacle growth on
the ship of society, impeding its pro-
gress and of no earthly use except
a: pallbearer. Wc are not advocat-
ing this Ian because we MT single;
that concerns us the least."
A Card from Mrs. Gtarcley.
On 2CCOUJIT Of my not being able
to make arrangements for a perma-
nent location, I have concluded not
Its open my millinery establishment
until fall.
M.litS. C. W. GIARIILY
41;j2S. CARRIE WARREN GIR-




Mr. Harry M. Finley Yesterday I
Bought Part of McKinnie Plant
As His Site-Business Notes
'BUSTER BROWN'
, Will be back in the comic section of
the Sunday republic, February 24, andUNTIL SPRING, every Sunday thereafter Cabin Tun.
making favorites will be there to
amuse you..
"Mr. Dooley" with wit and philoso-
phy. is regular feature of the Sunday
Republic.
I alrs. Carrie Itiiirren Gsrarehs Te-
1 turned wveral weeks ago from I.0 6
Angeles. Cal.. and intended open-
ing her millinery establishment here.
but on account of being unable to
secure a suitable permanent location
now, she decide dont to resume
business until next fall She wanted
I to oprn at 417 Broadway whereCharles li.oskin, formerly conducted
1
his cafe. hut s1tt. 'cannot get the place
fur along term of sears.
• Climoe Mao. 4,
Mr. Harry M. Fink). the *lass
plant man, has arriseef from Lifitch-
field. Ill., and yesterday bought part
of the McKinnie ‘'eueer plant in
Ifechairesturg as the site for his lac-
tory. paying $isation for the property.
He shortly lets the contiact for MP
, building. and while they arc going
I up hi, plant will be undergoing re- Oliver. Oliver & McGregor. .‘tterr-•
 moval 'here from Licteh6eld. already inert
much of the outlet !ening been started:
for PadiicaleftwilefIX
JACKSON FOUNDRY a MACHINE CO.
Mdl and Steamboat Supplies.
Structural Iron for Buildings.
Machinery and Boilers Repaired.
2nd hand Machinery bought and s,
CLAIM NOTICE.
• McCracken circuit court. Felix G.
Rudolph, administrator of Fred A. •
Hunter, plaintiff, ra. Equits. Hen-
rietta Hunter, etc • i!elenetarts
Ordered that this action be referred;
to Cc "ii Reed. master commissioner •
of McCracken circuit court, to take I
proof' of asses and liabilities of that
estate of Fred A Hunter. deceased.
and all persons having claims against'
said irit3Te are required to properly
verify and file the same before said
commissioner, on or before the isth t
(lay of April. soos, or they will be fnr.!
Vier barred irom asserting any claim 
against the assets in the bands of the,
administrator of said estate unadmin- I
istered. and all persons arc hereby!
enjoined and restrained from collect-1
ea'-,pt fhrougli suit .tnct it is
ing their claims against said tate!,
orilertal tha: t..1. order be perblishc '
in The Paducah Daily Register 16 re-
iinirrei by law.
Wren tinder uty hand, as der: ot
said COltt, this the intb day of Ych-
sertilig any claim against the IMO.
lu TITIT hands of the executor of said
estate onadministcred, and aft peruses
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting aide claims, against
said estate, eaccnt thrblel this Slat •
And it is ordered that this order be
published in The l'aduzah Daily Reg-
ister is required by law.
Gives under my hand, as clerk of
said court. this Mc 16th &or of Feb-
rtury 1907.
CMC.T. & ROSS, Attorneys.
J. A. MILLER. Clerk.
By R. II. HAY, D. C.
The Cameo of It.
First Dee.-- 'hat caused )
ratieut It, stl..... orlapse?
Sewed Doctot -She accident
eot .1 glannse to my bill.
DI LAW D'S WUK
Tidy piece of poetry ma., clsppeii
Item the- Pittsburg Adiocate and
very suggestive. Read it twice and
yc•ii will read it the third tune. deem
;ou will appreciate Its truth.' Dees
IL apply to you?
De 1.4**1 be heel a sob fes.
Liu Ah'il 60 nine's to do.
Al- ast git soinebod) e'st.
ait till Ah got fro,.
Aie dew t beer 4e Laved comae owe.
But he seemd to cit along.tom P.1- Ali felt kind 0 mashie' like.J. A \f/r.I.ER. Clerk kase Ab knovred r1, it.neBy R. C Hay. fl C.
c LAnt NOTICE.
Mikt:racken circuit court--Georgea New Offwers Named. 
PADUCAH - - - -
..•••••11M.
I Rawkigli, executor of Milton H. La-i le stockholders of the company i, gram, pia:miff, is equity George 0......arassissoma %nine, 
1; Ingram and other., defendants.theted officers for tow as follows.,











tary and treasurer; Harry L. Meyers,
010 H. H. Loving. Paducah. and W. H 
the estate of lton H. Ingram, de-











Nashville, to 1, falling.
Pittsburg, 4.5, falling.
St. Louis. 12.6. falling.




ceased, :ani al: fersuns having claims
*gamed said 1.state are required to
, properly cerify and file the same, be-
- fore said conutitsstoner. on or be-




fore the tstti day of April, tom or
;night en route from - Memphis to I today to Clarkseille. Tenn.. where his ''''" 
will 
be forever barred fronz as"
C ncinnat I men are building the three large ware-
Emerson floating theatre boat. An- i houses for the American Snuff eons-
toinettt, left yesterday for Pittsburg I Pant' lie has been working on them
to vtart upon its annual trip sown I for months and expects to finish the
t'he Ohio and Mississippi river, show- i brickw olds sometime next monta
ing at all the towns en route. The
floating playhouse spent the winter' $50o AlITOINOEILE.
in the Duck's Nest. above this 601 We have for sale- a to horse 
pouter,
in month of the Tennessee river. Ford automobile in the best of con-,
the Tennessee river. and immediately
went I r Nashville.
The Lyda arriveet yesterday from I ditim in 
every' reaPect,
I cash. Full particulars given on re- i
I quest.
ab-
solutely no repairs necessary, for $5eml
and with l
The Nellie passed down yesterday
- with a raft of logs in tow. 
FOREMAN BROS., Nur:It Fourth :t.
The steamer Kentucky skipped out
yesterday for the Tennessee river
where she remains until next Their:-
day nigist.
The Bottorff comes 111 today from
Nashville and remains until noon
,tomorrow• when she departs for
The Dick Fowler came back from
Cairo last ulgbt and leaves again
iur that city at, o'clock tomorroe,-
morning.
The Joe Fowler Went to Evansville
ststerday and comes back Tuesday.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and lays over
until to o'clock tomorrow morniog
before skipping ,iut on -her return.
The -steamer City of Memphis
tomes in tomorrow front the Ten-
nesace river an(I - lies at the wharf
'Tat Wednesday afternoon at 5
c;:ciOtk whEn she departs on hcs
turn that way.
• This morning -the steamer Peters
T.( t. goes dews , bongs/ from C ire it)
1, al I lo Memphis '
orgiaher pa :=.-e! .tirt k-lar
The steamer Patton is dime from
Chattanooga. Tenn.
The City of Saltillo is due ont to
night or tomorrow .bound for St..
Louis from up the Tennessee river
where she has been lying idle for
some wonths, the Mississippi river
ice preventing navigation on that I
stream with safety.
St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
When in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, you'll meet your friends
there.
'Success is not only getting tilt a
but getting there ahead of the other
fellow.
wros•
chi. day Ali mt.! de T..awd mese%
An need him right away.
nesah ans....Wane at all.
Put Ala could heal, hint way.
Way down in mats accusin' heaht:
Ah' got too much tn do.
Yo' bettah tit somebody
.Sw aait till .kh gets fron."
Now when de Lawd be her a job.
Ah neva), tries to shill;
.Ab drap• whates-sh Ah's on
A tt' does ale good Livid's walk.
Nfah own affathe kin ism akin.
.Aw wait fill Ah wits fries:
Nobody e'se kin do de job ii
De Lewd lay out for you
••
•
WHAT DO YOU THINK Of TIIIS?
Another big factory shipment of guitars that go at umbeard of low
prices
No. 1. Best Guitar shown for the price. only
No. 2. Guitar. Well Made, good tons, extra value
No. 3. Guitar, Two Piece Back, better than No 2
No. 4. Guitar, Celluloid Edge, Two Piece Fisek flrie
finish. YeguLar $3.50 guitar for .
No. 9. Solid Oak Guitar, Ladies size, very fine
every way. worth $5.00 for ... .
Other numbers from $4.45 to its.00.








At, Harbour's Department Store woo;







West KentuckoRATED Coal Co.
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TO POINT IN STORY
AWS TO FIGHT VIGOROUS-
Y ANY ATTEMPT AT LUN-
ACY COMMISSION.
y Ministers of the Country
Preach Sermons on the
Thaw Cape.
r
York, Feb. 25 —Mrs. Evelyii
it Thaw was called to the stand
ay as soon as the judge had taken
place on the bench and without
prelitni nary statement District
*Ivey Jerome plunged into the
as-examination. Mrs. Thaw look-
refreshed after her three day's re-
'te and answered the first question
to her confidently. Thaw brought
h him form tbc Tomb several
elates of letters and paper..
Mr. Jerome 2$ On the previous days
I his cross-examination, continued
o jump about from point to point
the wituess' story. lie first asked
er if she had not had trouble with
iT mother in Allegheny, Pa , before
Mug to Pthladelphia to live—if she
ail not run away with a girl.
Mrs. Thaw replied in the negative
Month Alter.
:dr. Jerome's next question "as
how long after the drugging in the
wenty-fourth street house was it
that the account was opened for you
so the Amsterdam bank by Stanford
White
-I can't tell bow long—it might
have been a month."
**When did you first meet Frances
'When I was in Florodra "
'Rad you giatie lo supper win
Trances Belmont before you met
M'hite?' be asked.
Again the reply was in the nega-
tise. The witness said she had gone
to several suppers afterward.. hut
White was present at all of them ex-
cept one.
Mr. Jerome asked the witness if
she had not often gone to suppers
eith two men vehose names he whis-
pered to her.
never went with them hut they
were present."
"Did they not on occasions take
7ou home "
"One took me home once and the
other twice, but there was always
another girl with me."
suppers were after the
theatre?"
A* Calk Sams.
. Thaw said she had often been
• wit% co.G W. Lederer and
Barrybutre.
''Do you know Angela Vincent?"
asked the district attorney.
"Yes."
• 'A letter and envelope were shown
Thew, who identified the writ-
ing as that...seLbjapicied White. The
envelope was -tio—sfmarked Boston,
January no. 1962, and was addressed
to Chair. Hartnett, White's private
secretary. It read:
'Tear Hartnett--Please telephone
Wis. Nesbit to let you know when-
ever Mies Evelyn decides to go on
lair vacation. 'Amen send this note
to the Mercaqtile Trust company.
'Please notify Miss Nesbit that on re-
ceiving word he is about to start on
her vacation you will send her the
*cekly checks for $25 and an addit-
ional check for $acio.' You's truly.
"STANFORD WHITE"
Important Point
The introduction of this letter and
several checks signed by Evelyn Nes-
bit and her mother refreshed Mrs.
Thaw's memory to the extent that
Abe said she lived at the Audubon
apartments from February to to April
1, 1902. Between April r and April
17, I P02, Mrs. Thaw and her mother
went to live at the Hotel Welling-
AcPie Wrict attorney spent someMe in developing this point and ap-
parently attached much importance
tia iti , The checks were in payment
of hotel bihla aed were drawn against
a deposit tnade In the New Amster-
dam bank by White to the joint cred-
it of Mrs. Nesbit and her daughter
'All of' the cheeks drawn against this
BUILDINGS FOR
CLASS FACTORY
WORK OF ERECTING THEM
AWARDED CONTRACTOR
GEORGE INGRAM.
THERE WILL BE NINE
STRUCTURES ALTOGETHER
MR. ROBERT MOSHELL HAS
BOUGHT MR. GRAHAM'S IN-
TEREST IN HOTEL.
Mr. E. E. Bell Preparing to Start's
His Spoke Factory in
Sears Building.
•
Contractor George Ingram has been
awarded the contract to construct thei
buildings needed by the new glass
plant, and eork starts upon them
right away, the buildings being
erected on the site Mr. Harry Finley
bought front the laclCinnie Veneer
and Package Co., in Mechanicsburg.
There will be eight buildings con
structed. to cost a total of something
near $ice000. One building will be
78x50 feet, one 78x60, two Iglu*, one
42X41. one 36530, and one scutga. All
of them will be frame with exception
of one of brick for holding the huge
tank in which is kept the molten glass
used in manafacturing the output of
the Ow
There is one building to be brought
here from Lietchtield, Ill, where the
plant has been located, it being of a
frame that can he taken down.
shipped here and put up again very
easily
The buildings are all put up at a •
small a cost as possible, Mr. Finley
stating that the glass business is one
of such a hazardous nature that ex-
perienee show him the buildings all
burn about every four years, and the
insurance companies will not issue
policies.
Mr. Finley has already commenced
shipping his outfit from Lictchfield,
to this city, sad expects to get open
for business sometime in May.
011,
Bought Other's liter est.
Mr Robert Moshell has purhcased
the interest of his partner, Mr. Charles
E. Graham. in the Hotel Belvedere at
Second and Broadway, and will run
the hostelry hereafter himself. Mr
Graham only went into that business
a fee months ago
Bell'e Spoke Factory.
Mr. E. E. Bell, the spoke factory
man, is now moving the machinery of
his plant to the building heretofore
used by A. N. Sears, just outside Me-
chaniesburg as a flour mill. li.% plant
on South Third street was destroyed
by fire several months ago, everything
going up in smoke except the ma-
chinery, which he is now moving into
the Sears warehouse where he will
run his factory hereafter, he having
'abandoned the intention of rebuilding
the plant on the old site. It will be
some weeks yet before he is ready
to resume. The loss of the fire fell
quite heavily on Nit. Bell, as he did
not have a dollar's worth of insur-
ance.
Position Accepted.
Miss Katie Gleaves has taken a
pOsition with the Ell Guthrie estab-
lishment.
account were signed by both Evelyn
and her mother.
The NA tness -testified that she first
met Thaw either in December low
or January, 1902, at a dinner at Rec-
tors, given by Thaw. This dinner
was at a matinee an lasted perhaps
an hour. She was taken to the din-
ner by another girl. The date of tit-
rext meeting with Thaw she could
not recall.
"At this dinner," asked Mr. Je-
rome, " was Mr. Thaw rational?"
"Why, yes."
"When he came to pay the check,
he did not require any help in mak-
ing the change, didn't require any one
to tell him the denomination of his
bills?"
"No, sir."
"He was perfectly rational?"
"Yee"
MINISTERS AND THE THAW CASE
.1ww..••••••1
The following are extracts from set
mons delivered by ministers _in vari-
ous cities:
Boston—The Rev. F. Wiggin,
preaehing in Jordan Hull on "The
Unwritten Law,"predicted that Harry
.(Continued'on Page Eight.) a
"STONY" FERGUSON STABBED
GUS MORRIS TO DEATH
Gus Morris, I. C. Flagman, Was Standing 'hiking to
Miss May Gordon at 8th and Campbell at 6 o'clock
Sunday Evening when Ferguson Passed and
Knocked Against the Girl; this Brought a
Remonstrance From liorris,Who Was
Quickly Stabbed in the Neck.
Search as they may the police de-
partment cannot locate Stonewall
(Stony) Ferguson, who stabbed Gus
Morris to death Sunday evening
shortly after 6 o'clock at Eighth and
Campbell streets, the fatal knife blade
being sunk into Morris' neck and
severing the juglar vein, because the
now dead man getnonstrated with
Ferguson when the latter, in his in-
toxicated condition, staggered against
Miss Mae Gordon, who stood talking
to Morris at the tittle on that corner.
Ferguson is the carpenter of itza
Trimble street, and skipped out im-
mediately after the stabbing which re-
sulted in Morris' death ten minutes
thereafter, as he lay upon the bed
at Miss Gordon's home in 715 North
Eighth street. Morris was the popu-
lar flagman for the Illinois Central,
who roomed at the home of his broth-
er, Mr. W. N. Morris of 1007 South
Seventh, but whose father is Mr. A.
S. Morris Of 314 Jarrett street, Me-
chanicsburg.
A fact that makes the murder more
sad is that the dead boy's father is
now at the point of death N% Ith pneu-
monia.
Miss Gordon resides with her step-
mother. Mrs. Ada Mitttingly of 71,5
North Eighth, and shortly after noon
Sunday Young Morris went to that
home, and then in company with Miss
Gordon they proceeded to the Me-
chanicsburg residence of the young
ma's father, Mr. A. B. Morris, to
see how he was. the sick man having
been unconscious for several days
with pneumonia.
At 4 o'clock the couple returned
 to
Miss Gordon's residence on North
Eighth. where Morris remained until
about 6 o'clock and then started for
his brother's on South Seventh. Miss
Gordm walked to the corner with
him, and as thee were bickling each
other goodbye. Ferguson came stag-
gering along, and brushed against the
young lady, this bringing forth a re-
monstrance from Morris, who asked
Ferguson if he did not know a lady
when he saw one, and to please be
careful about stumbling into her.
This incensed Ferguson, who
viciously demanded what he had to
do with it, and Morris replied he had
a whole lot. Quickly jerking 
his
knife or dagger, Ferguson limited at
Morris, and with one stroke jabbed
the knife into the young railroad
er's
neck, then gave it a sort of a twist,
creating a gaping 'hole from which
blood spurted in a stream. Morris
dashed back to Miss Gordon's house,
she folowing and asking what he was
running for, and why he did not
summon a policeman. By the tirr 'he
got inside the house he had jerked off
his hat and coat, and threw himself
across the bed, the blood gushing
from the wound, while the jug
ular
vein had been severed.
Dr. C. H. Brothers was quickly
summoned, but Morris died in ten
•••••••1••••.••••••
minutes, the room, bed and clothing
being saturated with blood:
The remains were moved to ?Tina
Efinger's undertaking establish-
ment, where at to o'clock yesterday
morning Deputy Coroner Fred Roth
held the inquest for Coroner Frank
Faker who was busy elsewhere.
Only two witnesses were sum-
moned, Miss Gordon, who narrated
time above circumstances, and Miss
Georgia McCreary, who lives at the
Muttingiy home, and testifies to
Morris rushing in and throwittg him-
self across the couch where lie quick-
ly died. Both the young ladies work
at the cordage factors' at Ninth and
Boyd.
The jury then returned the follow-
ing verdict:
"We, the jury, being empantled to
inquire into the death of Gus Morris,
Whose remains now lie before us
find front the evidence that he came
to his death as a result of a knife
wound inflicted by Stonewall Few -
sat (known as Stony Ferguson( in
the city of Paducah, county of -Mc-
Cracken and state of Kentucky, on









Sioaewall Ferguson M34 born in
this county and spent his boyhood
dape in Paducah, but years ago moved
to Mbrray, from which place he re-
turned only last year. He was fine
carpenter, a good, peaceable citizen
au. this is his first trouble. His only
fink is said to be that of drinking too
mach sometimes. He is a man of
family, one of his sons being Clifford
Ferguson. who works at Henry
Thompson's drug store and confec-
tionary at time old Nelson Soule stand.
Ferguson is a son of the late Pro-
fessor J. D. Ferguson. who was a
carpenter and singing master dpring
life. Some think that Ferguson
escaped to Illinois.
Gus Morris was 22 years or age'
and raised near Calvert City. One
year ago he moved here and began
working as a bridge carpenter for the
I. C., but was some months ago made
a flagman, with run between here
and Central City. Besides his father
in Mechanicsburg and brother on
South Seventh, lie is survived by two
other brothers, Clint Morris of Me-
chanicsburg, and J. M. Morris, the
latter of Grenada. Miss., he having
charge of the I. C. creosote plant
there. The sole sister lives at Gren-
ada also, she being Miss Ellen Morris.
She and the brother of that city arrive
today. and the body wil.then be taken
to Calvert City for burial.
The dead man has always borne a
fine reputation.
TAX RATE THIS YEAR HAS
TO BE $1.85 PER $100
FIGURED UPON THIS BASIS IT
 IS SHOWN THE CITY MAY
COME OUT IN DEBT AT 
END OF THIS YEAR, AFTER PAY-
ING OFF THE ENORMOUS 
AND UNPRECEDENTED .DE-
FICIT OF Ses,000 THE RE
PUBLICANS LEFT FOR THE
. DEMOCRATS TO PAY 
OFF THIS YEAR — THE WORE
SHOWS THE SUPERVISORS M
ADE RAISES THAT FELL
ONLY Sso,000 SHORT OF HAL
F, A MILLION DOLLARS;
The city board oi supervisors ye
'-
to-day finished their session 
they
have been conducting for nearly eight
weeks, and the result shows the 
tax-
able property this year is 
$10,850.599,
and using this as a basis it is 
shown
that the munidipal government 
can-
not get out of making the 1907 tax
rate $1.85 per $roo taxable propert)'.
The taxable property last year 
was
valued at $10,401,255, hence the fig-
ures for this year show the ra
ise;
made amounted to $450,000, which 
is
above those made for last year.
The recapitulation for this ye
ar
shows White peoples' real estate and
buildings assessed at $7,160,468, white
peoples' personalty at $3,016,921; °di-
! ored realty soul buildings. $205,9
90;
'colored persontlty. $r3.730. This
•
makes a total of Sto,397,069, to which
is to be added $333,070 for Illinois
Central railroad property, $3o,000 for
the railroad hospital. $38,600 for the
I. C. franchise, making a totat for
this road of $4031,670. The super-
visors approximate the N., C. & St.
L. properties at $39,74o, and that
road's franchise at $12,120, totaling
*51,86o, which together with the I. C.
assessment added to the realty and
personalty of the city, swells the
grand total to $10,8.50,599.
The tax rate of $t.85 figuerd into }
dils $63, 50,599, shows the city will
get a revenue of $r9o,736:o8 from
property taxes. Last y'ear $148.-
384.15 were collected from property
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CONTINUATION 'INJUNCTION
OF GOOD WORK PROCEEDING








Rector David Wright Has Gone to
Louisville, to Be Absent
' a Week.
The good work of saving souls
continues with unabated interest and
success at the Union Rescue Mission
on South Third street where services
are being held nightly. Sunday there
were two conversions and tweive at
the altar, while last evening three
souls were reclaimed, and eight at
the altar seeking prayers. I AO
The sermons by Mrs. Wasson are
strong and impressive appeals to the
sinner. Rev. Smithson of Smithlasd




JUDGE REED WILL NOT TAKE
UP PEANUT CASE UNTIL
REGULAR TERM.
TEMPORARY ORDER CONTRIVES
IN FORCE UNTIL THEN
THE E. H. RILEIKOPF TRUSTEE
CONTENTS SOME ALLLEG-
ED PRIORITY CLAIMS.
Appraisers Selected to Value Estate
of Betsy Ana Matthewa—Other
Court Matters.
Judge Reed announced yesterday
that there would not come up for
trial until the next civil term of court
the injunction suit filed by the South-
ern Peanut company of nest and
Virashington streets, to restrain Judge
Cross of the police court from trying
the warrant gotten one by John Hol-
mes, Mike Williams d others, ac-
cusing the peanut people of maintain-
ir.g a nuisance by permitting dust and
dirt to fly over the community sur-
rounding the factory- at First aiid•
Women's Foreign MissionarytWashington.
of the Broadway Methodist
will meet at 3 o'cloch tomor-
row afternoon at the building, and




Sunday the members of the Ger-
man Lutheran church voted to extend
a second call to -Rev. Dr. Hamm of
St. Louis to come and be pastor of
this congregation. He declined the
first call made on him last month.
Visiting Divine.
Rev. Dr. Wells of Bowling Green
returned home yesterday, having de-
livered Iwo excellent sermons Sunday
at the First Christian church.
Revivals Continue.
About thirty conversens have been
made at the Mechanicsbnrg Afettfottist
church revival where Rev. C. P.
Atlams of Bowling Green and Pastor
Pcrryman will continue the good
work throughout this week.
Luther Lesgue.
The Luther League of the German
Lutheran church meets with Mrs
Katie Steinhauer of South Fifth
Thursday afternoon.
Gone to Louisville.
Rector David Wright of Glace
church yesterday went to Louisville
to deliver several addresses during the
week's services being conducted there
by the Brotherhood of St. Andrew.
He will be gone until next Thursday,
hence Rev. I. T. Bagnell of Fulton
preaches her. next Sneiday at this
church. Tuesday at rje pp Ia. sail
Friday at 7:30 p. m. will be the only
Lenten worship this week.
Corresponding Secretary.
Rev. P. T. Hale of Louisville
preached Sunday morning at the First
Baptist church, being heard by a
large audience. He is corresponding
secretary for the Baptist Educational
society and was here in the interest
of the $500s000 fund being raised for
the denominational schools in this
state. A leberal response he met
here.
Training Class.
The Sunday school teachers' Union
Training class studied "The Last
Days of Christ" during their meeting
last evening at Grate church parish
house under direction of Rev. Wm.
Bourquin of the Evangical church, his friend, Dr. 
C. A.. Elliott.
who leads during the absence at Comity Judge J
. M.. Davis ni Smith-
Louisville of the regular instructor, land was here yester
day en route
Rector David Wright. Tint Spriugs. Ark.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
No Meeting Held on Account of a
Quorum Not Being on Hand.
The city board of health intended
bolding another session last evening
at the city ball to resume considera-
tion of the slaughter house question,
hut a quorum failing to show up,
President C. H. Brothers had to defer
the session to some futurs date.
When, the warrant was gotten out
ten days ago by Messrs. Williams.
and others Judge Crosv was present-
ed from hearing it by a temporary In-
jenctton granted by Judge Reed who
co:simian his order in effect until he
funny disposes of the matter.
Trustee Opposes Claims.
Trustee A. E. Boyd, of the E Reh-
kopf personal bankruptcy proceeding.
yesterday filed a petition before Refe-
ree Bagby opposing the claim of cer-
ain creditors who assert they have
liens of priority on the goods. The
trustee asks the referee to pass upon
!
these contested accounts, :eel Ale
llagby will take he matter up next
Sareeday. A number of creditors are
'
contending that they sold articles to
Mr. Rehkopf so -the• latter could
manufacture finished articles out of
the goods bought. By virtue of sell-
ing Rehkopf piea.es of goods of this
nature, the creditors in question con-
tend they have a "material lien" on
thearticles and should be given prior-
ity(' In paying off all the accounts.
The trustee claims these parites did
not sell piece goods to Rehkopf, but
finished articles just like all other
ready goods Rehkopf bought, there-
fore these creditors have no lien and
should not he given priority in pay-
ing the estate's indebtedness off.
Mr. Rehkopf continues near death's




Henry Hoyckamp. j M. Faulkner
and Sol Riley, have been selected by
Judge laghtioot ,in the county court
ai appraisers of the estate of Betsy
Ann Matthews.
Property Sold.
Mrs. Louella Mattison has sold to
G. D. Murphy for $1,950 property on
the South side of Husbands street.
The deed was recorded yesterday,
with the county cl*rk.
One Marraige License.
Only one marriage lieense-was is-.
sued yesterday by the clerk, Harry
Miller and Lillie Coble.
Court Officials.
Circuit Clerk Joseph Miller return-
ed yesterday from Woodville where
lie has been since Saturday when be
went down to attend the funeral of
SMALL BLAZE.
to
Fire Visited Home Oetupied by
George Ripley, Jr.. on Madi-
son. Street.
Fire burned off part of the roof
above the kitchen, and also qtre in-
terior of that room, last essetfing
about 10:30 o'clock, at the home of
A-. George Ripley, Jr., of Madison
between Eighth and Mnth streets.
The family had retired for the night
and "presumes the blaze started from
sperks 'in the kitchen store, or from
a defective flue. The firemen quickly
extinguished the blaze which caused
a loss of about Saw.
The building is owned by Captain
Owen, the steamboat mart. and Is in-
PaSS, •
A. a 
enearinill sui Pap 11110.
••
The vigilance with which the Japa-
nese guard the approach to the em-
peror is shown by the fact that the
director of the household department
was turned away from the gate the






ESTATE OF HU BAND
IT STARTLINGLY DV/ELOPS THAT FRED A.HUNTER WAS IN
REALITY FRED A. CUSHMAN. AND THAT HE LEFT A
WIDOW IN LOUISVI,LLE, BUT HAD NOT LIVED WITH HER
FOR SEVERAL YEARS—MRS. CUSHMAN COMES HERE AND
ENTERS SUIT TO GAIN POSSESSION OF PROPERTY LEFT
TO LULA WHITE BY HER HUSBAND IN A WILL HE WROTE
ONLY FEW MOMENTS BEFORE HE DIED.
Quite sensational was the turn
taken yesterday in connection with
the estate of the late Fred A. Cush-
man, the Illinois Central railroad
engineer known here as Fred A. Hun-
ter, and who died January 30. The
interesting features are development
of the fact the. the dead man has a
living %rife who claims the estate
which the cneineer left in its en-
tirety to Lula A. White, while it also
conies to the surface that the now
after that could not secure employ-
ment with other roads until he
changei his original name of Fred A.
Cushman to Fred A. Hunter to con-
ceal his identity, and thereby keep
other roads from learning he was
the engineer who caused the Alabama
wreck. Under this assumed name he
has been working ever since that
wreck.
He made his home here in this city,
while his wife remained at Louis-
ville. Now, as Cushman's widow, shedead man went under an assumed files suit to gain possession of 'hisname, which will be startling infor- estate, while Lula White is puttingmation to the hundred' of friends he up a fight for the property. Yester-had here. This ,, idow. Mrs. Henrietta day Judge Reed heard the evidenceCus'hinan, came here Saturday from in circuit court and named MasterLouisville and had Attorneys Oliver, i Commissioner Cecil Reed ks receiverOliver & McGreeor to file suit for to take charge of and hold the prop-her yesterday in the circuit court erty until it is disposed cef. The re-to gain possession of the estate left ceiver compelled Lula White to im-by 'her husband. consisting of $235 in mediately turn everything over to himmoney, a horse and buggy, his fine and now holds the estate in his hands.watch and other personal effects, also At the regular term of court, somea life insurance policy of $1.5oo which weeks off yet, the judge will go intomay have lapsed. that being yet for the controversy in detail and decidedetermination. ard one lot of ground to whom belongs the property.
at Eighth and Burnett street. Mrs. Cushman yesterday repudiatedThe engineer has been running out the engineer's will in nhich her hus-of this city to central City for the band left everything to Lula White.Illinois Central railroad for five years, The widow broug'ht with her fromand January 3o died of la griuppe at Louisville the certificate showing shethe home of ele White of I tog was the wife of Cushman. She wasNorth Tenth street in this city. No not here when he died at Lula White'sone appearine to claim the cetate home.
after death, Judee Lightfoot, of the The White woman is contending thecounty court. ordered Public Ad- horse and buggy was a gift to herministratote Felhe G Rudolph to take by Cushman, and that the othercharge and lie did so. Last week Lula
White appeared before the judge and
produced a will written by the engi-
neer half an hour before he died, and
in which he left everything to her
ehe being named as administratrix.
At her instance the estate was taken
from the hands of the public admin-
istrator and she put in chage.
Now there comes from Louisville
Mrs. Tienrietta Cushman, who claims
she is the widow of the dead man.
and that althouch they had been
separated for five years. no divorce
was ever gotten. She says that eight
year; ago her hiteband was in a rail-
road wreck in Northern Alebaina, and
things ase hers by right of the will.
It is quite an unusually interesting
piece of. litigation, especially to the
lawyers, while it causes a sensation
among the railroad officials and em-
ployee, hundreds of whom were inti-
mate with the engineer, but did not
know he was traveling under an as-
sumed name in order to secure a
position.
When an engineer is responsible for
a big wreck and is discharged the
incident follows him, wherever lie
goes, and the other roads generally
refuse to employ him for fear he may
be the cause of a costly wreck for
them.
SERVICE RECORD OF NAVAL
OFPICER RETIRED AT 26
LIEUT. JOHN T. BECKNER OF KENTUCKY WAS TAKEN FROMANNAPOLIS ACADEMY FOR THE SPANISH WAR, LATERWOUNDED IN THE PHILIPPINES. CONTRACTED FEVER ATMINDANOA AND MARCHED TO PEKIN.
Paris, Ky.. Feb. 23.—After Se Veil of tnot traveling over Australia andyears' continuous service in ilia New Zealand. Coming back toUnited States navy, and with a fight- Manila, he asked to be transferred toing record seldom equaled by any the Isla de Luzian, which was beingofficer, Lieut. John Taliferro Bee/knee, fitted up to patrol Samoa, and witha native of %Vinchester. has been re- which Gen "Hell-Roaring" Jacktired at the age of 26, because of ill- Smith was beginning his famous cam-health from hardships he underwent paign of pacification. After muchin the Philippine corvice, and will row hard sere-ice with Gen. Smiths he wasmake his home in Wincheeter, where finally ordered to the United States'his relative; live. on the Luzon. which ship Dewey hailI.ieut. Beckner is the youngest eon sunk and Hobson had raised.of Judge William Beckner. He en- The return trip was made by thetercd the navaracaderny at Annapolis Suez Canal, and occupied six months,ir 1805. In the spring of 1898 lie was as the old ship was barely seaworthy.ordered to the battleship Iowa, ohich On a sick leave he came to Winches-was eornmanded by "Fighting Bob" ter, where he stayed with his family'Evers, and was sent to Santiago at. for a year. At the end of this leave ofThe outbreak of the Spanish-American absence he was assigned to the M-ime- When the Spanish fleet was de- !lois, but his health again broke down.etroye I lie was in command of one
of the batteriee which wrought such
'havoc' to the advancing Spaniards.
When the isanisli Admiral, Cer-
, --a, wee forced to lease his flagship.
seaz tam. Iteekner who we-, sent
to assist him over the side of the de-
stroyesl cruiser. In October, 1898, lie
went back to Annapolis, where he
graduated in January, 1899. with sixth
honors in a class of 55.
He was then ordered to the ,Philip-
pine squadron by way of the rstlimur
of Suez. He joined Dewey's fleet at
Manila, and was assigned the Balti-
more. He was given command of
•a boat expedition which had a terrific
fight with the insurgents, who fee.re
protecting a ship laden with supplies.
,Ile was wounded and sent to the
'hospital at Cavite, where he lay at
the point of death for two months.
Admiral Dewey commended him in a
special order for his bravery and skill.
When lie had sufficiently recovered
he was assigned to the Castine to
go to Zamboago, on the island of
Mindanao), to observe conditions
there. The Castine 4lochaded the
port, and finally captured the city af-
- ter a long siege. Lieut. Beckner con•
tracted fever there, but did not give
lip until the city had surrendered.
Again he was compelled to spend
-some time in the hospital at Cavite,
where he came near death. Admiral
,Watson sent him to the United States
hospital at Yokohama.
His next assignment was to the
'Brooklyn, which was in Chinese wa-
ters, and he took part in the march
to Pekin. After some hard sereice
there, he went to Australia on a
arleasme trip anti spent thc stuumer
Ile was put in charge of a naval re-
cruiting party and a isitcd many P cording to the •account of a visitor,
"the whole range of Pall Mall, from
St. James' to Cockspur street, was
lighten up by means of lamps fed
with ges instead of cotton and oil.
and certainly in a style of much su-
perior brilliancy." This was the first
instance of street lighting by coal gas
in London or in any other city. The
merit oS the enterprise is due to Win-
sor, a German company-promoting
expert, who was specially interested
in the question of economic fuel. His
pamphlets, however, contained so
much xtravagant fanaticism and
quackery, that they retarded rather
than furthered his schemes, which
met with an extraordinary amount of
cpposition, even from enlightened
people.
Sir Walter Scott wrote that there
was a madman proposing to light
Cnndon with smoke. Awful conse-
quences were predicted. The gas
would poison the air and blow up the
inhabitants; it was expensive, danger-
ous, offensive and unmanageable; the
pipes conveying it would be hot and
apt to produce conflagrations. The
lamplighter; to a man opposed the
new mode of street lighting, and it is
curious to notice the great 'hesitation
as ta its possibility expressed in con-
temporary scientific and papular liter •
attire.
When :t chartered company was at
length formed in ifito, the sharehold-
ers were pitied as idiots; and David
Pollock. for thirty years its governor,
received some extroardinory answer;
in doggerel srhyme from otherwise
sober and staid individuals whom he
had asked to te.iee shares. ,
INDIANA HT 7 ...ERS IN ARMS
Chicago Club Secures Vast Lands and
There May Be Row.
Chicago, Feb. 25.—Because the
Diana Hunting and Fishing club of
thie city has secured a lease of some
23.000 acres of the choicest hunting
and fishing ground in northern In-
diana sportsmen of that section are up
in arms and threats are made that an
appeal will he taken to the state legis-
lature to keep out all but Indiana
hunters. In fact. measures already
have been taken to bring the legisla-
tars' attention to the scheme and
have a stop put to it.
The Diana club is reported to be
one of the richest in the country and
yesterday closed the lease with the
Indiana Land company of Ligonier.
Ind., operated by the Strauss syndi-
cate. This tract of 23.000 acres is
along the banks of the Kankakee rivett
taking in the entire north ends of
Jasper and Newton counties. Indiana
hunters insist that Indiana should be
for them and not for the hunters of a
foreign state. Hence the indignation.
The land was purchased by the
Strauss syndicate several years ego
from Nelson Morris with a view of
selling it as farm lands, but after dili-
gent effort to drain it the game pre-
serve idea was brought forth.
Feeling is so strong against the
movement of Illinois sportsmen com-
ing into Indiana and monopolizing
the sport that open threats are bate
made that it will be another case
similar to the Tolleston club, another
Chicago club that owns the hunting
right on the Calumet marsh. This
marsh has been the scene of many
murders during past years, brougly
about by poachers who entered upon
the leased property in search of game
So eager are the club membere for
game that they employ watchmen and
in the case of the Tolleston club in-
nocent sportsmen were shot down
and their bodies picked up later in
the marsh.
The records show that a dozen lives
were sacrificed in this manner and a
utimber of damage cases are now
pending in the courts in the state re-
sulting from conflicts with watchmen
lv outside hunter' who strayed mon
the rewarded preserve and without
warning were fired upon or shot
down.
It is prophesied that this new game
preserve will • probably end in the
same manner and that human lives
will be sacrificed in the eagerness of
the hunters to secure a •bag of the
feathery tribe. The Tollestem club
has the territory all leased in the Calu
met marsh and the new lease of the
Strauss syndicate to the Diana club
practically tahes up all the duck ter-
ritory in the state by residents of
Illinois, as those two marshes include
all the water-fowl district worth men-
tioning within its borders.
Sportsmen in Hammond, Iha Porte,
Valparaiso. Crown Point. Michigan
City, South Bend and in fact all the
cities in the northern section of In-
diana near by the famous Kankakee
marsh arc banding together and will
make a finish fight of the matter, and
propose if the state legislature wil
lend its assistance to drive the for-
eign hunter from the state, who now,
ender the present game preserve ar-
rangement, holds the whip hand ewer
the hoc:osier.
The conditions this year point to
the best season for hunting in a num-
her of years pact. The water is high,
especially on the preserve .just ac-
quired by the Diana club, owing to
the erection of a huge dike on the
north side of the river, which throws
the water in great torrents onto syn-
dicate lands. This will ruin it as till-
able farm land ler all time to come,
it is theught.
towns. At the end of this service lie
was, rehired with honor. He remained
in the Philippines longer than any
other officer. Last fall he was mar-
ried in New York.
Admiral Watson saNI of him: "He
is the only youngster in the navy
who neither uses liquor, tobacco, nor
plays cards or nees profane language"
THROW LIAR INTO PRISON
Mexico Punishes Man Who Reported
He Had Found Sa.000,000.
Gas and Its Centenary.
(From the Chicago News.)
Gas LS a practical illuminant passed
i:s century mark on January 28. On
that day in 181e7 there was in London
"a new and singular sptetacle;" ac-
Durango, Mex, Feb. 25.—Iicei-
guino Almeras, who recently report-
ed to the local authorities that he
had discovered gold bullion and coin
to the antount of Tse.000,000 in a cave
near Majoma, has been placed in jail
because he could not -make his story
good. A number of men were direct-
ed by the atithorities to accompany
Almeras to the cave and take charge
tif the government's portion of the
t-easure, which is one-tenth under the
low.
When they arrived at the cave Al-
meras could not find the treasure
end he •announced that it had beca
stclen during hie absence. Ile and
his brother were arrested for practic-
ing deception and they will probably
be each sentenced to five years' im-
prisonemnt for the offense.
While hunting last fall near Carbon
dale, Pa., John I'appos shot a giant
,W I. measuring four feet seven inches






Gigantic Theft From Sub-Treasury
Vaults at Chicago—Employes
Being Closely Watched.
Chicago, Feb. 25.—The Tribune to-
day says: One of the largest, if not
the largest, thefts from the United





stolen from the local
sub-treasury last week The money
has disappeared as completely as if
it had vanished from the face of the
earth.
The authorities here and in Wash-
ington have been working night and
day on the robbery since it was dis-
covered.
Chief Wilkie, of the United States
secret service, has been informed by
telephone and telegraph of every de-
velopment, and, according to tele-
araphic idvices, he will leave Wash-
ngton to take personal charge of the
investigation.
Secretary Shaw, of the treasury de-
partment was told of the gigantic
theft when in Chicago last week, and
was in conference with sub-treasurer




The chances are it was
Monday. The loss was
Tuesday.
All the money taken
hills. of the denomination of $1.000,
$5.000 and Sto,000.
Keeping Mum.
Just who discovered the loss the
cubtreleury ofticials would not admix
last night Neither wceild they tell
from what department the money was
taken nor how the loss was dis-
covered.
At first it was believed that there
must be some error in the bookkeep-
ing. It was thought to be impossible
that such 3 large sum of money could
have 'sten abstracted in face of all the
eafeguirde thrown around Uncle
Sam's strong box.
The hedger men involved strenu-
ously denied any error and an in-
vestigation showed there was no pos-
eible clerical mistake to account for
the disappearance of the cask
Tide brought the inevitable conclu-
sion thet robbery was the only ex-
planation. Just as certain was the
deduction that the thieves were em-
ployes of the sub-treasury and were
at that 'moment pursuing their daily
tasks.
Every man who could have any-
thing to do with the case was called
into Treasurer Boldenweck's office
and a still more rigid cross-examine-
tinn. Capt. Porter, of the secret ser-
vice, assisted in the inquisition.
They'stnod the ordeal, every one oi
them. All denied any knowledge of
the theft and protested their into,-
cence with unonimous vociferousress
But it was perfectly obeihus that
some one or more of the employe
actually 'had purioned the cash or
had zonniv'U at the theft by some
outsider.








Feature is Watched With Interest All
Over Iowa.
Meson City, Iowa, Feb. 25—The
congregational church in this city 'has
instituted a howling alley in which
the menibere may play. The new
hature is being watched with interest
alt over the state.
THE NEW Ala ENLARGED EDITION OF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
• DICTIONARY •
Excels in Vocabulary. It is bc most i.
liii In rtn, aisil warb.utA. pi)k.1,,trey so.
1..eted t., erg:hole eorrtiptiotwi
usage. and to a‘ottl unintelligible tech-
climb tie'.
Itteets in eurrazgesorm. E.14t word in-
serts n paragraph in its c..rreet, alphabet-
ical place ;natl.; tvadily -alight by tbeeye.
Escalate Etymologies. Thew, twe com-
plete itrd ttelentltle, and embody the bed
resultant philology. The) atenoteeritured
crowded into obscure pliscett.
Excels is Pronunciation which is buil-
t-sled by reatmettlng with the diacritlestlly
markod letters used in the sehnolboo428,
time somas of which ioo taurbt iii tbe
pubile madmooL •
Excels in Definitions. They are clear,
terse. ;,,T4 Vhoplote. and no. t•Iven In the
order in welch the word hats aciired its
shades' of I:setting. Many of tie dental-
t toes are illustrahsi.
Excels in Us Appendix which isa packed
11,.rebouse of usefol knowledge.
Excels as a, Workbag Dictkinsey.
other book embodies so much useful in-
form:It/on. or IS so indlspensible in the
home. study, school, or °Mos.
The Interrational has 2380 quar-
to pages with Go® illustrations.
2,000 new NVOTets have recently
been added and the Guz,etteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., _LLD. U. S.
Commissioner of Eductitioa.
irREE--"A Test la PerarallehitiOa." i n
*tractive and entortaentrur
for the wholafipaig. Also
illustrated 
n 
G. & C. MERRIAM CO.,
wunusentere.
SPRISCIFIELD. MSC
• 40 40 ea
I Big 13argaine in
10:tall paper
 uf
Now is the Cime to Buy Is
Wall paper
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper










Office 106 Broadway Phonia:Ottbc• 185—It eaboanos 1100 b
•
"IT IS TfIE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG 'ft INGS"
Ths PuoIss, Iicüls, Wow aW Ovarian Naka tat Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CROCE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Rank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
!IOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH









Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Preat. N. W. VAN CULIN. Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phonts, No. ago.
FREE
From Isaac Shelby to LC. W. Beckham
ALL or esmite=mai
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their lektuess Have Erie
Men Putettshost. FREE
The Evening rag has for several years e -aletopored to "entre pictures of all Keiltm,':yCoverunra and fiesta last succeeded in theig through the eessetance or We teu•tacky State Ifhittorical Society. •
In order to phut, these pictures in a permanent form, they hare been srringedr
'
group in an up-to-date Atlas showing, Iteutarkg with the latest emotatis. pictures or 
all the ma:deists of tie Potted fleatat, sweers and Flans of • 11 tistiona, litelnishni routes,statistital data, history & the kaamb-japen War. ONO late maps ot the Mined :Aires Paina Caital, Eastern and Weidern Hemisphere, reports of the WI three national cenand much other historical information.
flit arilmse IWO endlsaMe Atlas Is FREE le AU.. !WEAN° MA SUESCRIBREc,11 mat /sow a saibmilber mad Sjom for rt full terra subsciription by mall or ii .e, for rkniont suhacrifAton. Undendend that these rates are L7 tit ouly and that thc sub.
script Ion price by carritr or agent is lucent' per week.
The Peening Ppit publishes six as more editions daily and the latest edition is seat foeach reader according to. tlte,tinie that it will reach Mem.
The Evening Post is Gent in everything cud li.ts the ihost State news and bast
market ri:ports.
For all the people and against the grafter.
Independent always.
In' time Hume.
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